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Abstract
The emergence of silicon germanium starting in the mid 1990s has opened doors for silicon
designers previously considered the domain of more expensive and lower yield compound
semiconductors. Once only a futuristic vision, circuits operating at multi-gigabit speeds and
utilizing both high-speed heterojunction bipolar transistors and CMOS are now the reality for
SiGe designers, who use the ever-improving technology to attain circuit speeds of 60 GHz and
up. This paper describes two such designs shown to operate at up to 60GHz in an IBM 120GHz
fT technology: a unique differential, distributed amplifier capable of operating up to 59GHz, and
a 60GHz differential oscillator utilizing an fT-doubler core. Both of these designs have
applications in emerging high-speed wireless and optical networks and represent a significant
speed improvement over current published work.

1

1. Introduction
This thesis represents a body of work under two different contracts of support during my time at
RPI. Two different designs are discussed, with several iterations of design for each. Part One is
a distributed amplifier design originally conceived of under an NRL contract for 40Gbps+
serializer/deserializer (Serdes) communication, and continued under a DARPA mixed-signal
contract with emphasis on wireless communication. While the principles of distributed
amplification remain constant throughout, the focus was slightly different for each, and the
designs differ mostly in the way they were designed to be tested to provide greater insight into
the true performance of the design and to overcome the limitations of the digital-oriented test
facilities.
Part Two of this thesis presents tuned oscillator designs, one non-novel, and the other an original
design. This work was begun under the DARPA funding, and was intended for wireless
applications, as a local oscillator for a wireless transmitter/receiver.

1.1. Historical Review
IBM began investigating Si layer growth using Chemical Vapor Deposition (CVD) to
manufacture bipolar devices in 1982 when scaling limitations of ion implantation became
evident, and device frequencies were projected to peak at 25 to 30 GHz. Alloyed base, SiGe
transistors were first developed in 1987, using Molecular Beam Epitaxy (MBE), and in 1988,
SiGe graded base HBTs were produced in the more manufacturable Ultra High Vacuum CVD
(UHV/CVD) technology. In 1994, IBM demonstrated successful production of RFICs in a SiGe
HBT process, and in 1996, began the groundbreaking SiGe BiCMOS process, with a SiGe HBT
featuring an fT of 47 GHz [1].
The emergence of silicon germanium technology in the caused waves in the processing
community, and enabled fabrication of bipolar devices which performed at speeds that until then
could only be achieved using low-yield III-V technologies like GaAs and InP. SiGe HBTs are
manufactured using traditional Si processing techniques and achieve the high-yield and hence
low cost compared to compound technologies.
Today, IBM’s original 47GHz, 0.5µm SiGe process has evolved into several higher performance
lines. The IBM 7HP process features devices as small as 640nm, with fTs of 110GHz, and the
newest line, called 8HP, features a 210GHz HBT. The allure of these semiconductor processes
is heightened by the fact that all the HP lines are BiCMOS, allowing designers the use of stateof-the-art CMOS on the same reticle as blazing fast bipolar circuits. Low-power memory and
other digital circuitry can be implemented on the same chip as high-speed analog circuits, which
allows extreme flexibility and opens the doors for system-on-a-chip (SOC), all but unthinkable
until the development of SiGe BiCMOS.

2. Device Operation
Germanium has a bandgap of 0.661 eV, which is significantly smaller than that of silicon (1.12
eV). In the silicon germanium heterojunction bipolar transistor, germanium is added to the base
to narrow its bandgap. In the case of an NPN HBT shown in Figure 1, the bandgap difference
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allows electrons to more easily overcome the emitter-base junction. The bandgap difference also
restricts hole injection across the base-emitter junction.

Figure 1: HBT Band Diagram

Using a narrow bandgap material in the base increases the common emitter current gain _,
allowing a higher doping level in the base, which in turn lowers base-spreading resistance, an
important limiting factor in device frequency determination. From Eq. 1 below, it can be seen
how this tradeoff makes sense [2].

β=

Dn N de X e
− ΔE g

exp 

K
T
e 
D p DabW

Eq. 1

2.1. Graded Base HBT
In today’s SiGe HBT processes, the Ge content in the base is graded linearly to introduce a builtin drift field in the base. This drift field accelerates electrons through the base of the device,
reducing the base transit time, _b. As is evident in the band diagram shown in figure 1, the
graded Ge content is not a necessary precondition for a speed improvement over BJT, but it
helps increase the speed of the device even more [3]. However, it is also possible for the positive
effects to be negated when the emitter is more weakly doped by an increased minority charge
distribution in the emitter caused by a lowered Ge content at the base-emitter junction [4].
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Figure 2: SiGe base-grading tradeoffs

As shown in Figure 2, Ge content can be altered in order to achieve different device
characteristics. The dashed Ge profile device exhibits higher fT and _, and lower noise.
However, the solid profile, though lower in fT, demonstrates a lower fT roll-off at high injection
[5].

3. Background: The Differential Amplifier
The differential amplifier is one of the most basic multitransistor amplifiers, and is widely used
in high-speed bipolar design because of its noise rejection. An example is shown below in
Figure 3, and the small-signal behavior of the circuit is described in this section.
Vcc

z1

z0

a0

a1
Q2

Q1

Ibias
Vee

Figure 3: Differential Bipolar Amplifier

3.1. Small-signal behavior
To the first order, the differential amplifier can be viewed as two independent common emitter
amplifiers. The emitter node of the circuit is ideally at a DC voltage, which is an AC ground.
We can take advantage of the symmetry in the circuit, and analyze only half of the amplifier. A
simplified hybrid-π model is shown in Figure 4 that will be used for the following analysis.
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Figure 4: Common emitter small signal model

Several node voltages can be derived from Figure 4, which will allow us to obtain the voltage
gain of the amplifier.
vout = vc = − g m vπ R' c

Eq. 2

vin = vb = ve + vπ

Eq. 3

v e = i e R e = ( g m + g π ) vπ R e

Eq. 4

Where
R' c = RL || ro

Eq. 5

gπ = 1

Eq. 6

rπ

From the above equations, vin can now be written as
vin = vπ [1 + Re (g m + g π )]

Eq. 7

And the voltage gain, Avd can be written as

Avd =

− g m vπ R ' c
− g m R'c
=
≈ − g m R'c
vπ [1 + Re (g m + g π )] [1 + Re (g m + g π )]

Eq. 8

The approximation stands for Re=0, which stands when an emitter bypass capacitor is used, as is
often the case. When Re cannot be neglected, Avd can be approximated, for gmRπ=β 0 and
gmrπ>>1,

Avd ≈ −

R'C
Re

Eq. 9
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4. fT-Doubler Circuit Investigation
An fT-doubler circuit was patented in 1973 by Carl Battjes [6]. To understand this circuit, an
explanation of the fT of a bipolar device is in order. fT is commonly referred to as the unity gain
cutoff frequency for a device in a common-emitter configuration. It is the frequency of operation
at which a transistor is no longer producing any gain; i.e. the small signal collector current is
equal to the base current. This is a device parameter, and is roughly equivalent to
1
2πτ eff
Eq. 10: fT of a bipolar transistor

where τb is the base-transit time, the time it takes for an election to tunnel through the base of the
transistor [2].
The fT-doubler amplifier, shown in Figure 5, does not alter the fT of a transistor, but rather
draws an analogous fT that is a property of the amplifier. The bases of the inner pair of
transistors, Q3 and Q4, are tied to a common mode voltage, as a differential input voltage is
applied at a0 and a1.
Vcc

z1

z0
Vref

a0
Q2

Q3

a1
Q4

Q1

2Ibias

Vee
Figure 5: fT-doubler amplifier

The fT-doubler amplifier accomplishes its task of doubling the unity gain cutoff frequency of the
amplifier compared to the conventional differential amplifier shown in Figure 3 by doubling the
current gain. A given input current into either amplifier will produce twice the output current in
an fT-doubler amplifier, as shown in Figure 6. It is more accurately described as a current
doubler, which has the effect of doubling the unity gain cutoff frequency. Both circuits have the
same break frequency, but since the fT-doubler amplifier starts at double the current, the unity
gain frequency extends out to twice the frequency.
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Figure 6: Current gain in fT-doubler and differential amplifiers

4.1. Small Signal Analysis
In order to attain a more detailed grasp of the high-frequency behavior of the fT-doubler circuit,
a small-signal analysis is required, where device capacitances cannot be ignored as in the firstorder analysis of the common-emitter amplifier in the previous section. Again, we take
advantage of the symmetry of the circuit, which enables us to analyze one-half of the circuit at a
time. Using a hybrid-pi model for the collector and emitter coupled pair that comprises half of
the circuit, we obtain the circuit in Figure 7.
Cµ

rb

Vs

Cπ

+
vπ
-

Cµ
gmvπ

gmvπ
Cc

ro

RL

ro Cc

+
vπ
-

rb

Figure 7: fT-doubler small-signal circuit

Because the circuit is differential, we can approximate that both vπ’s in the circuit are equal, so
the voltage-dependent current sources can be combined to form a single current source of value
2gm. The impedances can then be lumped together to attain the graphically simplified circuit in
Figure 8.
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Cµ

rb

Vs

Cπ

+
vπ
-

2gmvπ

+
Vout
-

Zc

Figure 8: fT-doubler equivalent circuit

Where Zc, the equivalent load impedance is given by Eq. 10. We must emphasize that this
equivalent circuit is graphically simplified. The formula below obviously becomes somewhat
messy, given that the impedance of a capacitor is a complex number. The full derivation and
work-through of this analysis is given in the appendix.

r 

Z c =  Z Cc || Z Cc || RL || o  || Z Cµ + rb || Z Cπ
2


[

(

)]

Eq. 11

Cµ, the feedback capacitance, obviously complicates the extraction of a transfer function for this
circuit. Thankfully, the Miller transformation can be implemented to further simplify the circuit
into what appears to be the hybrid-pi topology of a bipolar transistor with a doubled current gain
[7].
rb

C’π
Vs

+
vπ
-

2gmvπ
Z’o

C’o

+
Vout
-

Figure 9: fT-doubler Equivalent circuit using the Miller transformation

Where, according to Miller, the capacitances are given by Eqs. 11 and 12.
C 'π = Cπ + C µ (1 + 2 g m Z C )
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Eq. 12


1
C 'O = C µ 1 +
 2 g m Z 'O





Eq. 13

Now the voltage gain for the amplifier can be easily obtained by nodal analysis as

(

Av = −2 g m Z ' o || Z C 'o

)

Eq. 14

Another way to view this circuit configuration is that for a given output current, a smaller input
current could be used, which corresponds to being able to use devices of half the size as one
would use in the construction of a conventional differential amplifier. This in turn yields half the
input capacitance, and halves the loading effect of the circuit. This characteristic of the amplifier
can be extremely useful in some situations such as output stages where large output current is
needed. As 50-Ohm loads are extremely common, large currents are needed to obtain usable
voltage swings. While the speed improvements in today’s devices are largely gained from
scaling which in turn lowers current capabilities of devices, these two needs are often at odds.
The fT-doubler circuit allows a designer to obtain the large current swings that are needed, while
skirting the problem that using a device that is twice as big would introduce: loading the signal
too much with a large input capacitance.

4.2. Problems with the fT-doubler Circuit: Transient Behavior
The fT-doubler amplifier, however, has more than double the output capacitance of a differential
amplifier, due to the doubling of effective emitter and collector areas, plus the addition of the Cµ
and Cπ capacitances from the added transistor as was shown in the above small-signal analysis.
The effect of this can be seen when comparing the frequency response of the voltage gain, rather
than the current gain, as in figure 3. Another reason for the lagging voltage transfer and hence
lower cutoff frequency of the fT-doubler amplifier is that although the simplification was made
in the above analysis that the vπs of the two transistors are the same, they are not always. At
high frequencies, looking at it in a transient manner, the circuit is not actually completely
symmetrical. Since the switching of the second transistor of the fT-doubling pair actually
depends on the differential input, it will lag behind noticeably at high frequencies. Stepping
through a switching sequence will clear this up.
Taking the circuit in Figure 5, a rising-edge signal is placed at the input a0, while its differential
match is fed to a1. The capacitances Cπ and Cµ of each of the transistors will go through a
sequence of charging and discharging. Immediately after the signal crossing (at Vref) of the
differential input signal, the states of the capacitances are shown in Table 1.

Q1
Q2
Q3
Q4

Cπ
Discharging
Charging
Discharging
Charging

Cµ
Charging
Discharging
Charging
Discharging

9

Table 1: States of fT-doubler capacitances

The result is that while Q2 will turn on as soon as it’s Cπ begins to charge, it’s collector-coupled
pair, Q4 will not begin drawing current through it’s collector until Q1’s Cπ is discharged,
allowing Q4’s Cπ to begin charging. At higher frequencies, the lag becomes apparent and can be
seen to diminish the bandwidth of the circuit as shown in the simulation result of Figure 10.

0.5

0
1

10

100

-0.5

-1
1uFT2
2uCML
-1.5

-2

-2.5

-3

Figure 10:Voltage Gain vs. Frequency of fT-doubler and differential amplifiers

Figure 10 shows a frequency sweep of the voltage gain for the two circuits in question compared
under circumstances more even-handed: the fT-doubler design is using 4 1um devices, where the
differential amplifier was constructed using 2um NPNs. The resulting bandwidth of the 2um
differential amplifier gate is larger by 3GHz. The –3dB frequencies for the fT-doubler and
differential amplifiers is 52GHz and 55GHz Respectively.

4.2.1. Transient Waveforms
A side effect of the symmetrical charging/discharging of internal device parasitics in an fTdoubler amplifier illustrated in Table 1 is the production of a more symmetrical transient
waveform over a plain differential amplifier. Because, in a differential amplifier, the discharge
of a collector and load capacitance is active – it is pulled down by the transistor turning on – it is
faster than the charging cycle, which is passive – it is charged through the load resistor to the
power rail voltage. The result of this is a transient waveform with a slower rise time than fall
time as shown in Figure 11. Figure 11 shows both loaded and unloaded outputs of fT-doubler
(a), and regular differential (b) amplifiers at 20GHz in SiGe5HP, with transistors featuring a
47GHz fT. The difference in wave shape is clearly visible.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 11: Transient waveforms of fT-doubled (a) and differential (b) amplifiers

This symmetry of the transient waveform can be a useful tool in the linearization of an amplifier,
and has been used in a sampler design done at RPI by Michael Chu. When used in conjunction
with emitter degeneration, a linear amplifier can be designed with a low input capacitance and
high output current capabilities. The fT-doubler is a tool in the designer’s arsenal, but does not
extend the usable frequency of a circuit when used alone in the IBM SiGe HP Kits.

5. Distributed Amplifier Design
5.1. Principles
In order to achieve high gain levels in the design of an amplifier, gain stages are often cascaded,
which provides an overall ideal gain of the product of the gain of each of the individual stages.
In reality, this is not the case because each successive stage is a load and degrades the gain.
Also, the gain increase comes at expense of bandwidth for a cascaded system. Another less often
utilized, and frequently less understood amplifier configuration is the distributed, or travelingwave amplifier.
A distributed amplifier produces a linear gain improvement, and ideally sacrifices no bandwidth
by adding a transmission line in between the inputs and outputs of each stage, thereby isolating
the parasitic capacitances of an amplifier that limit its bandwidth.
One of the very few differential distributed amplifiers was demonstrated in [8], and was
implemented in GaAs, intended to be a Mach-Zhender modulator for optical communications
networks.
One of the things that are often troublesome for the engineer upon first introduction to the
distributed amplifier is the visualization of the timing. For the simple four-stage distributed
amplifier shown below in Figure 12, we will apply an impulse to the input and follow through to
see how the signal is amplified through distributed amplification.
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Figure 12: Simple four-stage distributed amplifier

In Figure 13, the bottom axis is input current, and the three-dimensional top axes represent the
output current at each stage. The horizontal axes are labeled as time, but could just as easily
represent physical distance of wave propagation. The two transmission lines, input and output,
have identical propagation velocities, and we will include the gate delay into the delay for the
transmission line; that is Δt = tg + tl.
At t0, an impulse is applied at the input pin (Figure 13a). At t1 = t0+Δt, the impulse is
multiplied by the gain of the amplifier stage and appears on the output transmission line as in
Figure 13b, while the signal on the input line has propagated to the next section of line. In
Figure 13c, the input impulse has again traveled to the next section of line, while the amplified
currents have begun to travel and add constructively on the output transmission line. The
process continues to produce a linear gain until the final stage of the amplifier, where the output
current is 4βib at t4 in Figure 13e.
Ideally, distributed amplifier stages can be added indefinitely until the desired gain is achieved,
with no sacrifice in bandwidth. Obviously, in the real world things fall short of ideal, and
transmission lines are not lossless. There will become a point where the gain of additional stages
fails to overcome the attenuation of a corresponding transmission line length required to
implement that stage. If more gain is required, then sometimes cascading distributed amplifiers
may be an option.
The basic principle of distributed amplification was perfectly summed up by Wong: “By
distributing the capacitance associated with the input and output of the active devices along a
periodic circuit, the desired bandwidth can be achieved without compromising impedance level.
Furthermore, the outputs from the active devices can be superimposed so that the gain achieved
is not limited by the gain-bandwidth product of a single device.” [9]

12

Figure 13: Impulse propagation in four stage distributed amplifier from Figure 12
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5.2. Transmission Line Design
A lumped transmission line design consists of an inductance and a shunt capacitance, and its
design is a major part of a successful distributed amplifier design. The value of the lumped
components determine the cutoff frequency of the transmission line, which is given in Eq. 15,
and should be chosen to be significantly higher than the desired cutoff frequency of the overall
amplifier. It is obvious that L and C should be small to maximize bandwidth, so the device and
wire capacitances are usually sufficient.

1

f =

π LC

Eq. 15

Optimizing the transmission line and amplifier for driving 50Ω coax cable requires that Eq. 16
be satisfied so that the characteristic impedance of the transmission line is matched to the load
and equal to 50Ω. This insures both maximum power transfer and signal integrity, ideally
reflecting none of the forward traveling signal.

Z= L

C

= 50Ω

Eq. 16

An idea of the numbers the designer is working with needs to be developed in order to begin
design of the amplifier. First, a ballpark idea of which size transistors are to be used in the
design was envisioned based on several considerations. First was a priority of high bandwidth
for the amplifier, second was the gain, all the while keeping in mind that the line needs to be
impedance-matched. The device capacitances need to be approximated, and the inherent
capacitance of the transmission lines need to be looked at as well.
To begin with, three initial transmission line structures were simulated. The first was an ideal
transmission line built with a lossy inductor and shunt capacitor. The next two were components
from the IBM sige7hp library: indline, and coupledwires. IBM has spent time thoroughly
characterizing both of these parameterized cells (p-cells), so they were a good starting point.
The indline cell is a thick layer of copper metalization over deep trench oxide groundplane. The
coupledwires p-cell offers many options such as side shielding, ground shielding, spacing and
wire width, and calculates both even and odd mode characteristic impedances automatically.
The bandwidths of the transmission line networks are shown in Figure 14. The coupledwires pcell is the best performer, albeit with somewhat unrealistic results. The loss mechanism of the
line is not reflected in the model, but it was obviously the best choice, considering the impedance
was modeled over a range of frequencies.
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Figure 14: AC response of three transmission line designs using IBM p-cells

When placed into the distributed amplifier, the behavior will change significantly. The
inductance and capacitance required to maintain the desired characteristic impedance change
with the addition of devices periodically along the line, and will look as in Figure 15. To further
complicate matters, the collector-base depletion capacitance will change depending on the bias
of the transistors loading the line periodically. This effect is minimized by keeping the highest
input voltages significantly below the lowest output voltage so the transistors do not saturate,
however it cannot be ignored without first investigating the matter. The frequency response of
the entire structure was tested at the extreme bias points as shown in Figure 15. The difference
did turn out to be almost negligible, as the total device capacitance varied only 2%.

50 Ω

Lwire

Lwire

Cwire

50 Ω
Cable

Lwire

Cpad

Cwire

Figure 15: Output Transmission Line small signal model

The loaded responses of both the input and output transmission lines are shown in Figure 16.
This is a more reasonable result than the infinite bandwidth obtained earlier, and begins to show
an estimate of what the bandwidth of the overall amplifier will be. The input transmission line
peaks in its frequency response where the output begins to fall off, which will level out the
overall response of the system.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 16: Input (a) and output (b) transmission line frequency responses

5.3. Gain Stage Design
The gain stage and transmission line really must be designed simultaneously, as every parasitic
addition, whether it be from geometry scaling of the devices, configuration, or wire length can
have significant effect on the characteristic impedance of the line, the cutoff frequency of the
overall amplifier, and so on. Derived from Eq. 16, the desired capacitance of each gain stage can
be found with Eq. 17.

Z 2 C tline − Lline
= −C dev
Z2
Eq. 17

When the gain stages are doubled up for each segment of the transmission line, as they are with
both DA1 and DA2 , this number for Cdev must be split between the intra-segment stages. As
illustrated below, in DA1 and DA2, the stages were doubled up to increase the gain without
increasing the length of the transmission line.

Figure 17: Distributed Amp Architecture
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Cpad

Cpad
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Cwire

50 Ω
Cable

Lwire

2x
Lwire

2x
Lwire

50 Ω

Cwire

Figure 18: Small signal model of matrix distributed amplifier

When using a matrix configuration, the amplifier is again shown with devices in Figure 18.
Again, taking advantage of the symmetry of the differential circuit, each stage can be viewed as a
single common emitter stage with transistors double the size and hence double the input and
output capacitance. In the case of the fT-doubler, there would be a multiplication factor of over
four for the capacitances.

5.4. Final Design: Revision One
The first revision of the distributed amplifier was submitted for fabrication in July of 2002, and
used an fT-doubler gain stage with emitter follower inputs for greater input impedance. A
significant improvement was found using an fT-doubler core for the design. Figure 19 shows a
distributed amplifier design using regular differential amplifiers, which had a bandwidth of
35GHz. As shown in Figure 21, a 15GHz improvement was made in simulations using the same
configuration with fT-doubler gain stages and optimized transmission lines.
Reg 5 stage L1

10.00
9.00
8.00
7.00
6.00
5.00
4.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
0.00
1.00

10.00

100.00

Freq

Figure 19: Distributed Amplifier simulated with traditional differential amplifiers. 35GHz Bandwidth.
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The first distributed amplifier was designed using the very first release of IBM’s 7HP kit. The
kit was received several weeks prior to the tapeout, so a tight deadline existed. The initial
designs for a distributed amplifier had been done in the 5HP kit, which had been in existence for
close to six years and was extremely polished. Switching the design to 7HP in a hurry
unfortunately produced an amp with weak performance, but much was still learned about the
new process and applied not only to subsequent designs of the amplifier, but other research in the
lab. The design used five stages of two amplifier cells, each amplifier cell as shown in Figure
20.

Vcc

z1
z0

Vcc

a0

Vref

a1

V ee
Figure 20: fT-doubler gain stage for distributed amplifier

The sources of the problems stemmed firstly through incorrect characterization of the NPN
capacitances, a crucial figure for distributed amp design. Secondly, there were simple mistakes
in the orders of magnitude given, and inconsistencies in the figures throughout the literature.
Simulation results proved to be severely inaccurate.
Initial designs were simulated with the IBM design kit V1.1.0.0, which had the aforementioned
inaccurate device model for the high speed NPN HBT, which was used to fabricate the design.
From the V1.2.0.0 design manual, released in January, 2003:
NPN Model Notes: A new scaling equation has been implemented for DC currents I = K*(Ae^M) ; Ae =
emitter area in uM This helps model the current density rolloff for small geometries. A new collector base
capacitance term has been added to model the extrinsic base to pedestal fringe capacitance for the high Ft
NPN. The added capacitance has been verified by cold S-parameter measurements. The previous model
was based on large area capacitance structures only. The new capacitance represents an improvement in
model accuracy, not a change in process. The added capacitance has also been included in other recent
SiGe models. Here is a table of Ccb capacitance components for a 0.2x6.4 uM^2 NPN.
V1.1.0.0
v1.2.0.0
Cjc
8.26
6.32
Intrinsic
Cjep
2.33
8.62
Extrinsic
Cbco
1.29
1.29
Overlap
------------------------------------------------
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Total

11.9pF

16.2pF

As it turned out, the numbers given above are also incorrect, as they should be given in femtoFarads, a mistake which I brought to the attention of IBM and has subsequently been fixed.
Regardless, the devices used in the distributed amplifier design were 0.2um x 2.56um devices,
and so the capacitance of the old model was 4.76fF, and in the new model is 6.48fF, a 36%
increase in device capacitance. Since the output capacitance of each stage of the distributed
amplifier is the sum of the output devices, or twice that of one device, the total output
capacitance is 12.96fF.
Simulations were done during the initial design of the amplifier, and the amplifier was fabricated
based on those simulations. Subsequent simulations were done with newer design kits, which
include these updated models. The simulation results are shown in Figure 21 below, which
shows the bandwidth of the amplifier simulated with both kits.
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Figure 21: Bandwidth of Amplifier with design kits V1.1.0.0 and V1.2.2.1

5.4.1. Testing Notes
The fabricated chip is shown in Figure 22. Two ways were chosen to test the distributed
amplifier. The first was an on-chip 4-stage ring oscillator to generate a 14 GHz test frequency,
and an external source for frequencies of up to 1GHz. The 14 GHz signal is shown in Figure 23
below and agrees with results using the updated device model.
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Figure 22: Distributed Amplifier Chip Micrograph

Figure 23: Distributed Amplifier Output Signal at 14.0627GHz and –18.8dB

The magnitude of the output swing from the distributed amplifier ranged from 25mV to 28mV
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peak to peak, which corresponds to a gain of –19dB to –20dB, assuming the input to the
amplifier is exactly 250mV peak to peak. The frequency of oscillation is 14.0627GHz. When
looking to the bandwidth chart for correlation, a very close match can be found when simulated
with the most recent design kit, which has the most accurate models. The results of the
simulation are shown in Table 2. Considering losses of the probe-to-pad contact and process
variations, this is accurate.
Frequency (GHz) Gain (dB)
12.6
15.8

-16.1
-19.9

Table 2: Simulation Results for Distributed Amplifier

The test signal was also fed through a divide by 64 circuit for testing purposes, because the
oscilloscope needs a low frequency signal to trigger on. This divided signal is shown below in
Figure 24 and is seen to operate at 218.27 MHz, with a voltage swing of 224mV.

Figure 24: Divided by 64 output test signal at 218MHz

5.5. Final Design: Revision Two
Learning from the shortcomings of the first amplifier design, a new amplifier was designed and
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submitted for fabrication in November of 2003. The new design kit was used, and more
extensive simulations were done to verify the design. Much more time was allowed, and so
more attention could be paid to meticulous layout to insure symmetry and methodology. The
first major difference in the designs is that revision 2, henceforth referred to as DA2, no longer
used an fT-doubler gain core, as the new simulations verified that the fT-doubler configuration
not only didn’t provide improvement, it lessened the bandwidth in all cases. The devices in each
gain stage were also sized smaller to minimize the capacitance per stage, thereby increasing the
bandwidth of the system as per Eq. 15.
Vcc

z1
z0

Vcc

a0

a1

Vee

Figure 25: Differential gain stage

During the thorough simulations of the newly designed system, the amplifier was shown to have
a 59GHz bandwidth with a passband gain of 2.4dB as shown in Figure 26. This improvement
was made possible through careful design of each of the components. The layout, shown in
Figure 27, was painstakingly done to insure perfect symmetry and shorten as much as possible
any wires not explicitly designed into the transmission lines. Sonnet planar EM tool was used to
verify the impedance, current density, and frequency response of the passive network as a whole.
Frequency Response
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Figure 26: Frequency response of amplifier, cutoff frequency of 59GHz
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Figure 27: Amplifier Layout

5.5.1.Transmission lines
In the layout of the amplifier, symmetry and short leads are paramount. In order to accomplish
this, the transmission line structure had to be thought through very carefully. Since the amplifier
is differential, each signal must have an equal path length to the input of its corresponding
amplifier stage, which in turn must have an equal path length from the output of the stage to the
transmission line. The best way to meet these requirements on the output was to use the
coupledwires transmission line structure for the output transmission line, placing it directly over
the amplifier stages. In turn, the most effective way to maintain symmetry in path length was to
construct two single-ended, side-shielded transmission lines for the input signal and place them
on opposite sides, equally distanced from the gain stages. The properties of the subsections of
each transmission line are shown below in Table 3.
Input Transmission lines (single-ended)

Output Transmission Lines (differential)

Length (um)
Width (um)
Side Shielding
Spacing (um)
Total C to GND
Rdc
HF Inductance
LF Inductance
T
HF Impedance

Length (um)
Width (um)
Side Shielding
Spacing (um)
Total Cap. To GND
Total Cross Cap.
Rdc
HF Inductance
LF Inductance
T
HF Impedance

40um
4um
ON
10um
4.84fF
0.0964 Ω
15.06pH
16.05pH
.27ps
55.79 Ω

40um
4um
ON
10um
3.88fF
.775fF
0.07 Ω
16.09pH
16.7pH
.27ps
49.708 Ω

Table 3: Transmission line parameters

As stated above, the transmission line structures were simulated in Sonnet EM to fine tune the
loss, impedance, and current density. The impedance and s-parameter plots for the output
transmission line is shown below in … and shows a characteristic impedance increasing with
frequency from 50.5 Ω at 10GHz to 53.25Ω at 60GHz, with a very slight attenuation above
45GHz.
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Figure 28: Output Transmission Line Zin and s-parameters

5.5.2.Testing Notes
Though in its recent history, “the Farm” has been a largely digital electronics R&D group, this
work is a foray into the analog realm, where methods of testing are completely different. There
are two ways that a microwave amplifier is generally tested. To effectively test and characterize
a microwave amplifier, a full frequency sweep must be performed on it to obtain its sparameters. These figures are the industry and academic standard against which this work will
be compared to others, and so DA2 was designed to be tested with a network analyzer. This is a
piece of equipment not currently owned by the research group, but will need to be either rented,
borrowed, or bought in order to effectively test this design.
The second method sometimes used to test amplifiers in this regime is to obtain eye diagrams
from them at a maximum operating frequency, thereby obtaining its maximum usable bandwidth.
An eye diagram is obtained by feeding a pseudo-random bit pattern through the amplifier and
overlaying the output over and over itself onto a high-speed oscilloscope. This method is
especially useful if the circuit is to be used to transmit digital data, such as a Serdes or MachZehnder modulator. Most of the time this pseudo-random data is generated off-chip and
supplied to the circuit for testing so the designer knows what is going into the amplifier and can
isolate the success or failure to the amplifier.
This latter approach to testing can also be done with the DA2 design. An on-chip PR bit
generator was not implemented for several reasons:
1. Designing a PR bit generator capable of operating at the frequencies of interest for the
design is a thesis unto itself.
2. If such a PR generator were designed in SiGe 7hp, it would have to be tested
independently to guarantee its accuracy in testing an amplifier. Garbage in is garbage
out.
3. The physical size of the DA2 design by itself is somewhat large, and fabrication space is
both expensive and infrequent, where limited amounts of space must be shared with other
designers. While oscillator designs nearing the frequencies of interest are also being
investigated as part of this work, they are also relatively large and would need to be
duplicated and tested independently, as would the amplifier. Considering the extremely
narrow frequency band that this method would provide insight into the designs, it simply
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is not worth it even if the reticle space were available. Processing variations are up to
25% on some of the inductive components, which further diminishes the relevance of any
results obtained through this approach when components cannot be tested independently
and thoroughly characterized.

6. Oscillator Design
As another part of the research done under the DARPA TEAM mixed signal project, two
oscillator designs were tested for possible use in wireless transmission and reception. The
eventual concept was that if the distributed amplifier worked as hoped, it could be attached to an
oscillator, which would modulate a test signal to be transmitted through an antenna on the output
of the amplifier. As discussed before, designs need to be tested separately before they can be
used to implement a system such as that.

6.1. Oscillator Basics
The primary focus of the oscillator designs herein was their operating frequency. Other features,
however, of an oscillator design include its tuning range and phase noise. Like anything else in
circuit design, these features are all tradeoffs. A designer cannot have the best of all worlds, and
so an oscillator designed to run at very high speeds will have to make sacrifices in tuning range
and phase noise.
Phase noise is a factor influenced mostly by the Q-factor of an oscillator’s components. Qfactor, defined as the ratio of the energy stored in the circuit divided by the energy dissipated per
cycle.

Q=

ωE stored
Pdiss

Eq. 18

And the noise-to-signal ratio of a simple oscillator can be obtained as

N
ωkT
.
=
S QPdiss
Eq. 19

The result is that, as stated before, the Q of the tank components in an oscillator largely
determines the noise in a VCO. Another important factor is Pdiss, which suggests that we can
maximize noise performance by increasing the output voltage swing of the oscillator [10]. While
the Q improves with increasing frequency (generally), the noise of the oscillator increases.

6.2. Revision One
The first oscillator design submitted for fabrication was kept simple because of limited reticle
space. I also focused considerable efforts on the FPGA project, for which my help was solicited
in the construction of a 24x24 gate array. The author was in charge of design and layout of the
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power distribution structure, and assisted the design of the clock distribution tree as well.
As a result, a proven balanced VCO design [11] was implemented in the 7HP technology for
comparison to future designs, and for validation of performance estimations through simulation.
This oscillator is shown in
Figure 29. A relatively small tuning range of 600MHz was achieved, but a maximum oscillation
frequency of 39.5GHz was shown in simulations, which is approximately 33% of the fT for the
technology.
V cc

Vctl

Z

Z bar

Vee

(b)

(a)

Figure 29: Fabricated Oscillator schematic and tuning range

The inductors in the design were constructed using a standard IBM cell called indline, which is a
straight strip of top metal with a deep-trench oxidation groundplane to minimize substrate losses
and increase the Q of the device. A spiral inductor would have been a better choice for the
design, as the Q of spiral inductors is generally higher. However, the indline was chosen over a
spiral inductor because the spiral inductors included in the kit were not available in the small
feature sizes required to produce small inductances of less than 100pH, which were required for
high frequency operation.

6.2.1. Testing Notes
The oscillator design was placed on the same chiplet as Mike Chu’s sampler design, but utilizes
a separate power supply grid. The high-speed differential outputs are routed to the output pads
and there is also a low speed output (VCO output divided by 64) for triggering the oscilloscope.

6.3. Revision Two: fT-Doubler Oscillator
An improved design was made shortly after tapeout for the oscillator, which increases the
oscillation frequency to between 53.2-55.6 GHz by using an fT-doubler architecture. The
improved circuit and tuning range are shown in figure 14 below. The advantage that the fT-
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doubler idea brings to the circuit is its reduced input capacitance compared to a circuit made of
transistors double its size, which allows faster oscillation.
Another improvement of the oscillator is the use of a spiral inductor for use in the LC tank of the
circuit. As noted above, a limiting factor in the values of inductance in the IBM 7HP kit was the
feature sizes. A smaller, one-loop spiral inductor was constructed and tested using the Sonnet
2D planar EM tool to achieve low inductance and high Q for the design. A separate design using
the same fT-doubler core and the indline inductors was also implemented on the same chip to
compare performance.

6.3.1. fT-Doubler Core
The frequency of a tuned LC oscillator can be found by the equation

f = 1

2π LC

Eq. 20

Where L and C are the inductance and capacitance of the LC tank, shown in Figure 32. In the
case of the fT-doubled oscillator, the C is the sum of the capacitances of the varactors, the
collectors of two transistors, the base of one of the transistors in the oscillator core, and the base
of the emitter follower. The advantage of the fT-doubler core is that it is only loaded by one of
the switching capacitors, which not only increases the operating frequency as per Eq. 20, but also
lowers the power dissipated per cycle due to nonideal capacitor dissipation, while keeping output
current high to bolster the noise performance.
The frequency of the oscillator is adjusted through the control voltage on the varactors, Cvar.
The input capacitance of each phase is small compared to the output capacitance because the two
collector capacitances discharge into one base capacitance, which lowers the switching time
from one phase to the other in the oscillator.
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Figure 30: fT-doubled Oscillator schematic and tuning range

6.3.1.1. Phase Noise Performance
The oscillator phase noise was simulated with SpectreRF. The version using the indline inductor
showed a phase noise of -75dBc/Hz at 1MHz, and it’s phase noise plot is shown below. The
indline component has a relatively low Q-factor, especially at high frequencies (above 10GHz),
so an improvement can be expected with the custom loop inductor used in the other fabricated
oscillator.

Figure 31: Indline oscillator phase noise

6.3.2. LC Tank Design
The LC tank utilizes the capacitances of the devices along with the inductor to form a resonant
circuit with a high-impedance at the frequency of oscillation. High quality IBM capacitors were
used, and the other capacitances which determine the operation of the circuit are the device
capacitances, as shown in Figure 32. The inductor was fabricated with both an IBM indline cell,
and a custom loop inductor.
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Figure 32: Equivalent LC tank circuit

The inductor design is shown in Figure 33. A 50um x 50um radius was chosen due mostly to
design rule restrictions. A smaller loop of wire will have less capacitance and inductance, thus
allowing the oscillator to achieve higher operating frequencies. In order to increase the quality
factor of the inductor, a groundplane of deep-trench isolation was included to eliminate induced
substrate current. Side shielding was also placed around the inductor, which has been shown to
increase Q [12].

Figure 33: 50um x 50um shielded octagonal inductor

A target range for the inductance of the device was 100pH – 150pH to allow high speed. Two
designs were compared for values: a 1.5 turn spiral inductor, and a single turn loop inductor.
The 1.5 turn inductor was analyzed using Sonnet and found to have an inductance in the target
range of 130pH. The geometry and current density for the 1.5 turn inductor is shown in Figure
34. The skin effect can be seen from this figure, as the highest densities are at the edges of the
metal.
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Figure 34: 1.5 turn inductor geometry and current density at 55GHz

The final layout of the fT-doubler oscillator with custom inductors is shown below in Figure 35.
The passive components dominate the chip area consumption. Extreme care must be taken with
the layout of an oscillator, especially a differential one at these high frequencies. Any small
wiring differences between the two halves of the circuit will translate into phase offset, which is
unacceptable.

Figure 35: fT-doubler oscillator with shielded custom inductors

6.3.3. Testing Notes
A Screen shot of the amplifier and oscillator chip is shown below in Figure 36. Each of the
components has their own power rails to isolate one another from the influences of tank
oscillations and noise during testing. Also, all of the high-speed outputs from each circuit are
double-ended, i.e. both high-speed outputs are wired to an output pad for perfectly balanced
loading of the oscillators.
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Figure 36: Amplifier and oscillator layout and Fabricated Chip

The high-speed oscillator output is also fed into a divide by 64 circuit to be used as a slower
trigger signal for the Tektronics 11801C high-speed sampling oscilloscope. These low-speed
outputs are routed to the opposite side of the chip since they are not as critical. Testing of the
oscillator designs for their speed of operation is therefore trivial; connect the power sources,
place high-speed probes on the differential output of the oscillator to be tested, and connect the
trigger source to the oscillator’s divided output.
If phase noise testing is required – and it is highly recommended by the author – a spectral
analyzer is required. This is equipment that will need to be rented or purchased, but in order to
be published and compared to other designs, phase noise performance is critical data.

7. Discussion and Conclusions
Several designs have been discussed in this thesis, two of them with significant performance,
representing a worthwhile improvement over the state of the art. Overall, four complete design
cycles were completed; initial design and fabrication, testing, redesign, and refabrication.
Instructions for future testing of all chips was also given.
The amplifier design boasted a bandwidth of 59GHz, which is an improvement over state of the
art presented in literature, even in higher cost compound III-V technologies like GaAs and InP.
A CMOS design discussed in [13], fabricated in a 100GHz fT process, attained an operating
frequency of 22.2 GHz for a 40Gbps transmission rate, using inductive peaking. The distributed
amplifier presented in this work would be capable of transmitting data at over 100Gbps. Another
distributed amplifier design in the same SiGe technology produced a bandwidth of 23 GHz at a
gain of 14dB [14].
The fT-doubler VCO design discussed in this thesis also compares favorably with recent VCO
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designs in literature. Operating at 50% of the fT for the technology with 4.5% tunability and a
noise performance that is expected to improve over the simulated performance, the design stacks
up well to designs presented in [15], which was fabricated in a CMOS process with a 148GHz fT
and produced –90dBc/Hz at 1MHz, and [16], fabricated in a 70-75GHz SiGe BiCMOS
technology and produced -107dBc/Hz at 1MHz.
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Appendix A: Chip Pinouts and Testing Instructions
In this section of the Appendix, the pinouts for each chip fabricated are given and
explained. Typical signals and levels for the inputs and outputs are explained so that the
testing results presented in this paper can be duplicated, and those designs not yet tested
can be.

Chip One: Distributed Amplifier I
The first amplifier design was taped out on its own chip, and was designed to be tested
with any of four sources; its input comes directly from a 4:1 multiplexer. The inputs of
the 4:1 multiplexer are a four stage ring oscillator operating at 14GHz, an input coming in
from the SineIn pin, and two other ring oscillators that failed to work. The two
inoperable ring oscillators were two and one-stage ring oscillators that were included in
the design at the last minute, and not completely tested.

Figure 37: First Amplifier Chip

Error! Reference source not found.shows the pin names and explanations for the chip.
S0 and S1 are multiplexer selection inputs that, when left open, will default to zero
logical inputs, and when tied to Vcc!, will switch to “high” logical input. Table 5 shows
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how to set the s0 and s1 pins to select the desired inputs to the amplifier. The SineIn
input will operate up to 10GHz, but the group at RPI has only a 1GHz source. The
SineIn pin requires a 250mV amplitude with a –125mV offset signal.
Pin Name

Explanation

S0
S1
Out
Div/64
Out0
SineIn
Vcc!
Vee!

Mux Select Zero
Mux Select One
High Speed Amplifier Output
Divide by 64 Trigger Output
High Speed Amplifier Output
Analog Amplifier Input
Ground
Negative Supply Voltage

Table 4: Amplifier chip pin descriptions

s0
Open (-125mV)
Open (-125mV)
Vcc! (0V)
Vcc! (0V)

Amplifier
s1
Input
Open (-125mV) SineIn
Vcc! (0V)
Four Stage RO
Open (-125mV) Two Stage RO
Vcc! (0V)
One Stage RO

Table 5: DA1 Multiplexer settings

The differential amplifier outputs, Out and Out0 come straight from the transmission line
of the distributed amplifier and require the 50Ω scope termination. Since the pins are
located very far away from each other, when the signals are seen in the oscilloscope they
will be drastically out of phase. The Div/64 signal is the low speed trigger signal for the
oscillosope. It is the high-speed signal divided by 64.

Chip Two: Oscillator I
The second chip, as described in the rest of the thesis, is simply an oscillator. All it needs
is power, ground, and two DC voltages, Vref and Vctl. The oscillator has its differential
high-speed outputs directly wired to Pad0 and Pad1, and the divided-by-64 trigger signal
is Div/64. This chip is very straightforward to test.
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Figure 38: First Oscillator Chip

Pin Name Explanation
Div/64
Pad0
Pad1
Vref
Vctl
Vcc!
Vee!

Divide by 64 Trigger Output
High Speed Oscillator Output
High Speed Oscillator Output
DC Reference voltage
DC VCO Control Voltage
Ground (0V)
Negative Supply Voltage (-3.4V)

Table 6: Oscillator chip pin descriptions
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Chip Three: Distributed Amplifier II and Oscillator II
The last chip includes a revised version of the distributed amplifier and two oscillators.
Each circuit has its own power grid to isolate it from the others when being tested. The
chip pinout is shown in Figure 39, and the pin descriptions are presented in Table 7.

1

20
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19
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18

4

17

5

16

6

15
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14

8

13

9

12

10

11
Figure 39: DAII and Oscillator Chip

The top third of the chip is occupied by the VCO, which utilizes the indline inductor,
hence the IL prefixes on pins associated with that circuit. The middle of the chip
contains the Distributed Amplifier, and the pins associated with it contain the DA prefix.
Finally, the bottom third of the chip contains the VCO with the custom fabricated
inductors, and its pins are COx.
The VCO circuits have the same I/O as the previous chip; a control voltage ranging from
0V to -3V, a trigger output, and differential high-speed outputs. The Vcc! and Vee pins
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for the IL VCO are pins 17 and 18. The power pins for the CO VCO are pins 13 and 14.
The distributed amplifier has two sets of power pins: 3 and 4, and 7 and 8. The
differential input and output of the amplifier are wired directly to the pads of the chip, so
any input can be given to the amplifier. The input voltage should be between 0V and
–250mV.
Pin Number Pin Name

Explanation

1

ILO_VCTL

Indline Oscillator Control
Voltage

2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ILO_div
Vee!
Vcc!
DA_in0
DA_in1
Vcc!
Vee!

Indline Oscillator Trigger
output
DA negative supply voltage
DA Ground
DA high speed input
DA high speed input
DA Ground
DA negative supply voltage

9

CO_div

Custom Oscillator Trigger
output

10

CO_VCTL

11

CO0

12

CO1

13
14
15
16
17

Vee!
Vcc!
DA1
DA0
Vcc!

Custom Oscillator High speed
output
Custom Oscillator Negative
supply voltage
Custom Oscillator Ground
DA High speed output
DA High speed output
Indline Oscillator Ground

18

Vee!

Indline Oscillator negative
Supply voltage

19

ILO1

20

ILO0

Custom Oscillator Control
Voltage
Custom Oscillator High speed
output

Indline Oscillator high speed
output
Indline Oscillator high speed
output

Table 7: DAII and VCOs pin descriptions
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Appendix B
B1. Second-Order CE Amplifier Analysis
Without the use of the Miller theorem used in 0 to simplify the analysis of the commonemitter amplifier, things can get considerably more complicated. The following is such
an exercise.
Figure 40 is the familiar amplifier topology, and Figure 41 shows the simplified circuit,
with components noted as admittances for convenience, and Yo = RL || rc || Z Cc Using
nodal analysis, the system of equations is shown in , and the transfer function of the
circuit can be found.

rb

Vs

Cµ

1

2

+
vπ
-

Cπ

βib
rc

RL

Cc

+
Vout
-

Figure 40: CE Small-signal model

Yb
ib
Yπ
Vs

Yµ

1

2

+
vπ
-

βib
Yo

Figure 41: Simplified CE Circuit

System of Equations:

1). (V1 − V z )Yb + V1Yπ + (V − V2 )Yµ = 0
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+
Vout
-

2). (V2 − V1 )Yµ + βib + V2Yo = 0 = (V2 − V1 )Yµ + βYb (Vs − V1 )+ V2Yo
Eq. 21

The system can also be written as in Eq. 22:

Vs Yb
V Yb + Yπ + Yµ
= 1 *
βYb − Yµ
βVs Yb V2

− Yµ
Yo

Eq. 22

Where the voltage gain can be found as follows:
Vout = V2 =

AV =

Δ2
Δ
, V1 = 1
Δ
Δ

V2 Δ 2
=
V1 Δ 1

Eq. 23

Hence, in terms of the circuit admittances, the transfer function, AV(s), can be found in

AV (s ) =

− 2 βYb2 − βYbYπ − βYbYµ − YbYµ
YoYb + YoYπ + YoYµ − βYµ Yb − Yµ2
Eq. 24

And when written in terms of impedances, Eq. 24 yields:
sC
2

+ sCπ + sC µ + µ 

rb  rb
β
AV (s ) =




1

  1 + sC + sC  − sC µ β − s 2 C 2
π
µ
µ
 ro RL
  rb

rb
+ sC c 

 ro + RL

−β

Eq. 25

Simplifying so s can be factored out to obtain the poles and zeroes of the function:
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β  2 RL ro  
1 + 1   + 2C c (RL + ro )  + s 2 (R + r ) C C 1 + 1 C  
+
s
R
r
C
+
C
µ
 L o π

 L o  π µ 
β  
β  c  

(RL + ro ) rb
rb



 

AV (s )=
2
2
2
3
1 + (Cπ + C µ )− RL ro C µ β s + C c C µ β − RL ro C µ rb s − C c C µ rb s
−

] [

[

]

Eq. 26

Eq. 26 can be simplified slightly through the assumption that β>>1 to give Eq. 27
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Eq. 27

B2. SpectreRF Tool Usage
SpectreRF is an RF simulation tool for use with the IBM *hp kits. Traditionally, work in
the SiGe group at RPI has been digital in nature and transient simulations were sufficient.
However, even with digital design, the RF behaviors of circuits needs to be considered as
circuit speeds increase.
There are many types of RF simulations available in the SpectreRF toolkit, and some of
them are discussed in this appendix. A fantastic reference manual is included with the
SpectreRF tool and includes examples to help get you started. What follows is an
abbreviated version showing simulations relevant to this thesis. The documentation for
the current version (shipped with design kit ic5.033) can be found in
/cad/cds/ic5.033/doc/spectreRF/spectreRFTOC.html.

SpectreRF Oscillator Simulations
First, to simulate an oscillator, a transient simulation must be run to find the approximate
frequency of oscillation. In simulation, the oscillator needs to be “kick started” into
instability with a current pulse somewhere in the circuit. In this example, the fT-doubler
oscillator, an ipulse from the analogLib library is put on the output node, as in Figure 42.
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Figure 42: SpectreRF oscillator schematic

Periodic Steady State Simulation
After obtaining an approximate fundamental operation frequency for the oscillator, the
first RF simulation to set up will be the periodic steady state (PSS) analysis. This
simulation finds the fundamental tones, harmonics, and relative power of each. The PSS
setup form is cryptic and shown below in Figure 43.
First, select the pss radio button in the Analog Artist simulation setup window. The form
will change to reveal numerous options. The first, the fundamental tones box is
interesting. The examples in the rfexamples library allow you to leave this blank and
only fill in the beat frequency, which is a best estimate of the fundamental frequency of
the circuit. It is important to make sure that the Auto Calculate box is unselected.
However, in my simulations, I was not able to leave this blank, as an error message was
displayed. In order to circumvent this error message, you will notice the “foo” frequency
name in Figure 43. “Foo” is automatically populated because the ipulse kickstart in the
top-level schematic has “foo” typed in its “1/frequency name” field.
Next, the number of harmonics to be analyzed is to be set. A reasonable number is 10,
but this can be different depending on the design and your requirements. Set the
accuracy to “conservative.” If the oscillator has trouble converging, you may need to
allow extra time for the analysis by entering an appropriate value for tstab.
At the bottom of the window is a checkbox marked “Oscillator.” Select this and more
boxes will be unveiled. Select voltage from the type cyclic field, for which port is the
default. Hit the select button for the Oscillator node and select an output from the
oscillator. For a single ended oscillator, leave the Reference Node box blank, as it
defaults to GND. This example is a differential amplifier, so we select the other output
for .the reference node.
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Figure 43: PSS setup Form
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Figure 44: PSS Results Browser

Once the analysis has been successfully run, you can view the results by selecting
Results->Direct Plot->PSS on the Analog Artist window. Up will pop the results
browser shown in Figure 44. You can view the power of the fundamental and its
harmonics by selecting the Voltage button and selecting a net on the schematic. Hit
Escape, and the results will show up in the waveform viewer.
By selecting time as the sweep variable rather than the default of frequency, you can also
view a single period of the transient waveform.
pnoise Analysis
The pnoise, or periodic noise analysis will find the phase noise of the oscillator, and must
be run alongside a PSS analysis. In order to enable this simulation, select pnoise from the
radio buttons in the Analog Artist simulation setup window, which will change to
resemble that shown in Figure 45.
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Figure 45: pnoise analysis setup form

First, select Relative Sweep. The start and stop frequencies associated with this field
represent steps away from the fundamental. In this example. The fundamental frequency
is 55GHz, so the sweep will start at 55GHz+1K, and will complete at 55GHz + 10M.
From the Sweep Type cyclic field, select Logarithmic, Points Per Decade, and type 10 in
that field. For Maximum Sidebands, type 10 again. The rest of the form is similar to the
PSS form, and will be filled in the same way. For Output, select Voltage from the pulldown menu, and select each of the differential outputs for the Positive and Negative
Output Nodes. Select None from the Input Source field, and click OK; you’re ready to
go.
When you run the simulation, the PSS analysis will run first, then the Pnoise analysis will
run. To view the results, open the Results Viewer the same way as with the PSS analysis;
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go to Results->Direct Plot->PSS in the Analog Artist window. The dialog box in Figure
44will appear next, which will turn into the form in Figure 46 when the pnoise radio
button is selected.

Figure 46: pnoise results view form

This form is relatively simple. To see the results, simply select what you want from the
Function category and click the Plot button. As with all the PSS analysis, you can plot
the results on the same graph as others by checking the Add To Outputs box or overwrite
previously displayed results.

SpectreRF S-Parameter Simulations
S parameter simulations are also used for high-speed amplifier design, and simulations
were done on the distributed amplifier presented in this thesis. A differential amplifier
example is shown below in Figure 47 to illustrate the port placement. First, place the
amplifier and power source on the schematic, then place the psin element located in
AnalogLib on the input and output of the amplifier.

Figure 47: Amplifier S-Parameter Schematic
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The psin element is somewhat tricky. The window in Figure 48 shows the properties of
the psin element located at the input of the amplifier. You can set the inputs as
differential by setting the initial phases for the sinusoids to zero and 180, respectively.
Make sure the Source Type field is filled in as “sine,” and the port impedance is set
correctly; 50 Ω in this case. The ports on the output of the amplifier can be left with the
default settings, just make sure to number them appropriately. The ports must be
numbered consecutively.

Figure 48: Psin Dialog Settings

The next step is to setup the simulation. Go to Analysis->Choose in the Analog Artist
window, and select the SP radio button from the Analysis field. The window will appear
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as in Figure 49. The dialog box is relatively straightforward. Frequency is the default
Sweep Variable, then select a Start and Stop range for the sweep. As always, use a
logarithmic sweep and input a reasonable number of Points Per Decade, based on the
resolution required. Ten is usually a good starting point, because it doesn’t take too
much time, but produces a smooth plot.

Figure 49: SP analysis setup form

The s-parameter simulation does not need to be run in conjunction with the PSS
simulation. To view the results, select Results->Direct Plot->SP from the Analog Artist
window. The results viewer in Figure 50 will appear. To view the s-parameters of your
amplifier, simply select SP from the function field, select a modifier (magnitude, Phase,
or dB20), and select the s-parameter you’d like to view by clicking on one of the buttons.
As with the other simulations, you can overwrite results on the plot or add to the plot.
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The option for the SP analysis is located at the top of the form under the Plot Mode
heading. Clicking Append will add the results to the plot, and Replace will display the
selected s-parameter on a fresh plot.

Figure 50: SP analysis results viewer form

B3. Sonnet EM Tool Preparation and Usage
Sonnet EM is a powerful 3-D planar electromagnetic field simulation tool for high RF
and microwave IC passive component design. It was instrumental in the design of the
custom inductor in the fT-doubler oscillator, and the transmission line designs in the
distributed amplifier. It is capable of extracting network parameters from a multi-layer
structure, and generating Spice netlists for a set of specified frequencies, enabling
accurate simulations. Sonnet is an industry standard, and is used by companies all over
the world for designing RF and microwave ICs.

Setup
Sonnet can be used as an independent tool for designing and extracting networks, as it
comes with it’s own geometry editor, or it can be relatively easily integrated with
Cadence design software for a smoother design flow. There are three steps to complete
in order to successfully integrate Sonnet into the Cadence design process.
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1. Download and edit accordingly the SKILL setup script from Sonnet
(http://www.sonnetusa.com/support/downloads/cadencemacros.asp)
2. Create a .matl file, describing the layer information of the process, also known as
a technology file.
3. Edit your .cdsinit file to run the script created in step 2.
A good reference for the Sonnet kit and the Cadence interface is given in the PDF help
file included with the Cadence Macro mentioned in step one above. It is also located at
/home/heikar/sonnet/sonnet_il_v110.pdf.
Sonnet SKILL Script
While the Sonnet SKILL Script can be downloaded, it is not officially supported or
maintained by Sonnet. The future of the availability is uncertain, so the entire script is
contained in Appendix B, as was used for this research. There is a section marked
“maintain,” which must be altered to point to the user’s specific technology file and
Sonnet project directory. This currently works with ICC Version 5.0.
Sonnet .MATL file
The .matl file required for Cadence integration is somewhat tricky because of the many
different layers available in the BiCMOS7hp design kit. A large amount of debate was
given to handling the deep-trench isolation in the technology (DT), which cuts up the
wafer surface and fills the trenches with oxide. This essentially creates a variable height
for the substrate. Finally, it was decided that two separate techfiles would be used
depending on whether DT was used in the design or not. For the designs analyzed in this
work, DT designs were not mixed an analyzed as part of those not using DT. The files
are given for reference in Appendix B.
The interesting to note about the techfile is that, unlike many other EM programs like
QuickCAP or ASITIC, the layer definitions for Sonnet go from the top, e.g. air, to
substrate. The thickness of air layer on top is generally an arbitrary number such as 5000
microns, followed by a passivation oxide, and then the metal layers and alternating
oxides and vias. This continues all the way down to the substrate, which is represented as
another dielectric layer. The properties of each layer, reiterated in Appendix , are as
follows:
DIEL
METAL
VIA
COLOR

thickness
layername
layername
layername

[erel mrel
[growth
[growth ]
color

tanE
rho

tanM]
skin surf]

The values for many of the layer properties, such as permativity, were taken from
QuickCAP technology files. The IBM SiGe process is very complicated and the
dielectric layers are composed of several types of dielectrics. In many layers, a thin layer
of nitride is placed immediately above the metal, upon which SiO2 is grown rather than
model all of these layers independently, which greatly increases complexity and
computation time, QuickCAP by default makes approximations for the properties of the
entire dielectric layer which are reasonable. These numbers are the ones used for the
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techfile contained here.
Its worth noting several things that I was not completely sure of when writing this
techfile rather than leave it to those who continue this work to learn for themselves by
relying on this work and have it yield inaccurate results. Frankly, the validity of the tool
is not completely known at this time and should still be considered a work-in-progress,
and a tool worth developing.
Figures that are still unsure at this time are the magnetic loss tangent (tanU), dielectric
loss tangent (tanE), and the surface reactance for metal layers (surf). The values used in
the test file were copied from other example files in different technologies.

Example
Once the scripts have been setup and run, and the .matl file has been created, designs
created in Cadence can be exported into Sonnet for planar EM analysis. We will now run
through an example of a section 40 µm length of the coupledwires pcell. This was the
building block of the output transmission line of both revisions of the distributed
amplifier.
Extracting the Design
Once you have drawn your design in Cadence, if you have set up the interface correctly,
the Virtuoso layout tool will have a new menu entitled “Sonnet,” which you click on and
select the design to be exported. The current design will be filled in on the form. Click
on “OK”.

Figure 51: Sonnet Extraction tool dialog boxes

Also, specific parts of a cellview can be extracted instead of an entire cellview. This can
be accomplished by clicking Sonnet->Translate Selected Pieces. This will bring up a
dialog box with the following options:
Working
directory:
Path Name:

Where to save the xgeom-file

Extension:
Browse:

Select .geo for Sonnet V6.x export or .son for V7 export
Browse for a file/directory. Only files matching the chosen extension are
shown.
Select the appropriate matl-file or Browse for a file/directory.

Material
description file:

Name of the *.geo or *.son file without suffix
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Comment:

Frequency List:
Loss:
Merge Shapes:
Cut Holes in
Metal over Via:

A comment for the sonnet file. An additional comment containing the
absolute position of the shapes in cadence is written into the sonnet file
(only *.son). This ensures that the shapes are put into their old place
during import.
Not supported yet. It may be that this feature works in the built-in
interface for S-parameter generation.
Use lossless metal or include loss
Merge shapes on each layer
If selected, holes are cut in the metal layer above the vias
Table 8: Sonnet Extraction Box parameters [17]

Port Numbering
After the design has been successfully exported from Cadence, you must open Sonnet by
opening a shell and simply typing “sonnet” at the command line. This will bring up the
Sonnet toolbar, shown in Figure 52.

Figure 52: Sonnet Toolbar

Click on the leftmost button, “Edit Project”, and select the name of the file that your
Cadence project was exported to, in this case “~/sonnet/coupledwires-test.son.” After a
moment, the Sonnet xgeom geometry tool will open, showing your design. Make sure
the ports are correctly placed and numbered. In a single wire example, the ports are
numbered 1 and 2. Since this is a differential signal, the ports are labeled differently as
described in the Differential Signals section that follows. The xgeom tool with the
extracted design will look as in Figure 53.
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Figure 53: Sonnet xgeom tool

Differential Signals
For a differential pair of wires, the ports need to be numbered appropriately in order for
Sonnet to know that they will be receiving signals 180 degrees out of phase. In this case,
simply number the first wire normally, i.e. with ports 1 and 2, and number its
complement with port numbers –1 and –2.
Setting up Analysis
Once the ports are labeled correctly and it is confirmed that the design extracted
accurately, we can get ready to run analysis on the project. To set up the analysis, click
on Analysis->Setup in the xgeom tool, and a dialog box like the one shown below. For
this example, we will be performing an Adaptive Sweep simulation, with the primary
frequencies of interest being between 50 and 60 GHz.

Figure 54: Analysis setup dialog

The current density switch can be turned on or off, depending on whether that is
important, and the Speed/Memory button allows the designer to first estimate the amount
of memory that will be needed to perform the analysis, and then trade off memory usage
for speed of the analysis.
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Setting up Spice Extraction
Another powerful capability of Sonnet is its ability to extract frequency dependent spice
models, which characterize the component at each frequency of the adaptive sweep. It
generates an equivalent circuit model and places it in the simulation directory. You can
enable this option by selecting Analysis -> Optional Files, which will invoke the box
shown below in Figure 55.

Figure 55: Optional Files dialog box

Click on Add Spice, as the Output File List will be blank. The Add Spice form is shown
in Figure 56. Select PSpice from the format field, De-embedded from the Data Type
Field, and chose appropriate values for the Rmax, Cmin, Lmax, Kmin, and Rzero fields.
For this example, a very small value for Cmin was selected because this is a critical
component of the transmission line. Type in a name for your spice file and be sure to
remember it. You’re now ready to run analysis.

Figure 56: Add Spice Form

Running Analysis
To run the analysis, simply save the project and return to the Sonnet toolbar shown in
Figure 52. Next, go to the Analyze Project, and select the project that you want analyzed.
Converting Spice File to Spectre Format
Spectre includes a whole set of commands dedicated to converting files from Spectre to
Spice and vice versa. The command to properly convert your Sonnet-generated Spice file
to Spectre format is:
spp -convert <filename.sp> filename.scs
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Where filename.sp is the Spice file name, and filename.scs is the desired Spectre file
name.
Since Sonnet extracts different spice models for the frequencies you did the adaptive
sweep through, the Spice and Spectre model files will have several separate models in
them. After the Spice to Spectre conversion has been completed, you will need to
comment out the models for the frequencies you will not be interested in for a particular
simulation. Otherwise, the Spectre parser will get confused and fail to successfully
complete a netlist.
Running Spectre Simulations with New Spectre Subcircuit
The simplest way found to actually run the Spectre simulation with the new model
includes several steps. I unfortunately was not able to find a way to integrate this process
with the Analog Artist GUI. Since Analog Artist, Spectre, and Cadence schematic editor
were all developed independently as separate companies at one time or another, it is a
complicated system. However, the following process can no doubt be accomplished via
the existing GUI, but will require a thorough understanding of how the tools
communicate with each other.
Step One: Extracting a Framework Netlist
The first step is to, rather than generate a netlist by hand, use the Cadence schematic
editor to put together the desired schematic. In place of the component to be extracted,
simply place a dummy component, such as a resistor or capacitor from the AnalogLib
library. Then open Analog Artist and create a netlist of the schematic like usual. In the
Analog Artist window, click Simulation -> Netlist and Run. Plot the results you’d like to
see with your Sonnet-enabled simulation.
Step Two: Substituting the Component and Running the Simulation
After the netlist has been extracted, it must be edited to include the Sonnet models rather
than the dummy devices put in place in step one. The netlist is located, by default, in
simdir/spectre/schematic/netlist/netlist, where simdir is your simulation directory (set in
.cdsenv file). The netlist is concatenated with header.scs and the simulation information
to form the full simulation file, input.scs. Open input.scs in your favorite text editor and
edit it in the following manner:
1. In the header of input.scs will be include file information. After the other include
information, instruct spectre to include your Sonnet model by typing: include
“sonnetdir/sonnet_model.scs”, where sonnetdir is the directory where your
extracted Sonnet model resides, and sonnet_model.scs is your Sonnet model.
2. In the netlist part of the file, find where your dummy devices are and comment
them out. Put instances of your Sonnet model in their place with the appropriate
nets.
Finally, the simulation can be run from the command line with the following command:
> spectre +log ../psf/spectre.out -raw ../psf \
-I/cad/cds/IBM_PDK/bicmos7hp/rel/Spectre/models input.scs
The command should be all on one line, and the backslash represents a break in the line
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where it cannot all fit. This should be run from the same directory that your input.scs file
is located. It instructs Spectre to place the data in simdir/spectre/schematic/psf/, so that
Analog Artist knows where to look for the data.
Finally, to view the simulation results, simply go to the Waveform Viewer window and
update the results to view the new simulation results.
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Appendix C: Sonnet Setup Files
Sonnet SKILL Script
/*

sonnet.il
Release 1.1.0.
09 October 2001
released by TE

COPYRIGHT
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining
a
copy of this software and associated documentation files
("sonnet.il"),
to use without restriction, including without limitation the rights
to
use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense, and/or
sell
copies, and to permit persons to whom this is furnished to do so,
subject to the following conditions:
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be
included in
all copies or substantial portions of sonnet.il.
The software is provided "as is", without warranty of any kind,
express or
implied, including but not limited to the warranties of
merchantability,
fitness for a particular purpose and noninfringement. In no event
shall
Sonnet Software, Inc. be liable for any claim, damages or other
liability,
whether in an action of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from,
out of
or in connection with this file or derivative works.
Except as contained in this notice, the name of Sonnet, Inc. shall
not be used
in advertising or otherwise to promote the sale, use or other
dealings with
this property without prior written authorization from Sonnet.
*/
;
;--MAINTAIN--MAINTAIN--MAINTAIN--MAINTAIN--MAINTAIN--MAINTAIN-MAINTAIN--MAINTAIN-;
; point this reference to a suitable library of controlled "material
files."
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sonnetMATLFileDirectory = "/home/heikar/sonnet/matl"
; this is the default location for exporting files:
sonnetExportDirectory

= "/home/heikar/sonnet/"

; Layer in Cadence for writing port labels
sonnetTextLayer = list( "text" "drawing" )
sonnetTextSize = 10
; in user units, must be integer!
; Extended Mode, write properties to layout (beta)
sonnetWriteProp = t
; Debug Level: nil -> no debug info
debug info

t-> major info

"h" -> all

sonnetDebug = t
;set true if merging very complex shapes usually the normal merge is
sufficient.
sonnetComplexMerge = nil
;
;--END MAINTAIN--END MAINTAIN--END MAINTAIN--END MAINTAIN--END
MAINTAIN--END MAINTAIN-;
/*
Notes on maintaining this release:
The functions defined are perhaps "over-modularized" - this allows
people to
focus on maintaining things and reusing even these small bits.
We have tried to always use global name that begin with "sonnet."
Please
continue this as we add functions.
Also, note that some function are more like stubs to future
enhancements. [HINT]
We have added the serach word "MAINTAIN" on lines just before things
you'll
want to change for your own site. (three instances of this)
It's worked for me - but that's as far as I claim.
Send bugs/features requests to sonnet: cadence.interface@sonnetusa.com
*************
An Example matl file:
---------------Layer file for Cadence to Sonnet em translation
Process: 76X ...this version ignores flyovers
COLOR

top

2
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COLOR
COLOR
COLOR

capac
mid
res

4
6
8

DIEL
METAL
METAL
VIA
DIEL
METAL
METAL
VIA
DIEL

1000.
1. 1 0 0
top
0
0.00813 3.1e-7 0
capac
0
0.00813 3.1e-7 0
nitride 0
0.3
12.3
mid
0
0.0244 3.1e-7 0
res
0
100 0 0
etch
0
100 12.9

---------------avoid keywords starting intended comments.
*************

Please share your improvements.

Thank You.

*/
/*
************************
*
*
*
H I S T O R Y
*
*
*
************************
09. Oct. 2001 (Version 1.1.0, released by TE)
- Wrote sonnetInit for proper initialisation of Interface and
improved
error handling. This also keeps all initialisation routines at one
place
- Support of SonnetEM V7.0 (*.son) files, both import and export
- User Interface reworked; improved control for analysis box,
subsections (x and y)
can be specified by size or count; Values are updated when apply
is pushed.
- File browsing added; User can now browse for *.geo/*.son and
*.matl files
- export of ports added, ports can be placed on edges (box wall) or
at cadence pins.
pin-ports will be extended to the box wall if margin is applied
- Import can place labels at port positions. Importing ports as
cadence pins is not
possible (any solutions?) since consistence between pins,
terminals etc and layout,
symbol, schematic... is very tricky
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- User settings stored in layout properties (sonnetProp) and
recovered on next
export
- Absolute position of shapes (origing) is stored in a comment
during export and
reconstructed at import
- and of course some minor bug-fixes :-)
11. Sept. 2000 Version 1.0.1:
based on the original sonnet.il file, the following changes were
done by TE:
- by now always the first entry of the material directory is
shown instead of hemt.matl. Thus hemt.matl is no longer required!
- sonnetFindMaterialFileChoices: replaced nindex by rexMatchp. Now
only files
with the extension .matl are displayed instead of any file
containing .matl
in the filename ...
- changed Analysis form. Port generation is disabled with a callback
sonnetPortsNotSupported...
Also a button for sonnetMatchViaVertices was added to the Analysis
form.
- changed top level routine. The menu installs itself into the
banner now
- major changes in sonnetSizeLayers. Now the "official functions are
called
instead of private ones. All drawing is done in an temporarily
opened
scratch cellview. The call of any sizing functions for a growth of
zero
was disabled as these functions can't handle a growth of zero
properly.
- The import routine was completely rewritten. The new routine looks
at the
EVIA tag in the geo-file to read in the vias (currently the EVIAI
tag
is not supported!). All shapes are drawn on the layers as defined
in the
selected material file. Since the purpose layer is not given by
the material
file, the shapes are always drawn on the first purpose layer.
- Added color support to the material file. Metal colors can now be
defined with
the line
COLOR met1 5
where met1 is the layer name and 5 is the pattern number (0-15)
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All color definitions must be done prior to the metal layer
definitions...
- Added read-in of additional parameters:
dielectric conductivity and z-parts for dielectric layers
Ls for metal layers
- Convert Cellview: added default libname and cellview
07. June 2000:
- Received version 1.0.0 of sonnet.il
*/
;
;------------------------------------------------------------------------;
globals:
sonnetVersionString = "sonnet.il V1.1.0 (10/09/2001)"
sonnetGlobals = t
;
sonnetXo = 0
;x & y offsets
sonnetYo = 0
sonnetRawX = 0
; new V1.1.0: Raw X dimension
sonnetRawY = 0
; new V1.1.0: Raw Y dimension
sonnetRawXm = 0.0
sonnetRawYm = 0.0
sonnetRawXM = 0.0
sonnetRawYM = 0.0
sonnetDielL = nil
;list of dielectric layers (height, k)
sonnetMetlL = nil
;list of lossy metals
sonnetLyrL = nil
;list of layers to be translated
sonnetShapeL = nil
;list of polygon data for output
sonnetViaL = nil
;list of vias between dielectric layers
sonnetImportViaL = nil
; list of vias, used for importing
xgeom files
sonnetNShapes = 0
;total number of polygons in output file
sonnetXm = 0 sonnetXM = 0
;x limits of analysis box
sonnetYm = 0 sonnetYM = 0
;y limits of analysis box
sonnetRefExt = nil
;flag that reference entensions
used
sonnetRefExtLeft = 0.
;reference extension amounts for each
side
sonnetRefExtRight = 0.
sonnetRefExtTop = 0.
sonnetRefExtBottom = 0.
sonnetExtPort = nil
;globals used to create ports
sonnetPinList = nil
sonnetPortL = nil
sonnetParm = ncons(nil)
; List with Sonnet Parameters (new
V1.1.0)
sonnetCallbackState = 0
; Proper handling of Callbacks in
sonnetForm2 (V1.1.0)
sonnetBrowseDir = "."
; Current Directory in Browse-Dialog
sonnetBrowseDirL = nil
; List of Dirs for browsing
sonnetBrowseFileL = nil
; List of Files for browsing
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procedure( sonnetInit()
printf("*------- Sonnet - Cadence Interface -------\n")
printf("* VERSION: %s\n" sonnetVersionString)
if( sonnetDebug then printf("* initialising ...\n"))
;-------------------------------;
Check for files/directories
;
sonnetCheckSetup()
;-------------------------------;
UI forms:
;
;
sonnetForm1
;
main form for entering file names and options:
sonnetDirF = hiCreateStringField( ?name 'workingDir
?value sonnetExportDirectory
?prompt "Working directory")
sonnetFileF = hiCreateStringField( ?name 'partName
?value "should be inserted"
?prompt "Part name")
sonnetVerF = hiCreateRadioField( ?name 'geoSon
?prompt "Extension"
?choices '( ".geo" ".son" )
?value ".son" )
sonnetLyrF = hiCreateCyclicField( ?name 'layerFile
?choices sonnetFindMaterialFileChoices()
?value car(sonnetFindMaterialFileChoices()) ; TE -> jetzt
sollte immer der erste Eintrag als default gewaehlt werden...
?prompt "Material description file")
sonnetCmtF = hiCreateStringField( ?name 'comment ?value ""
?prompt "Comment")
sonnetFreqF = hiCreateStringField( ?name 'freqList ?value "10. "
?prompt "Frequency List (GHz)")
sonnetLossF = hiCreateRadioField( ?name 'loss ?value "Include loss"
?prompt "Loss" ?choices '( "Lossless" "Include loss"))
sonnetMergF = hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'mergeShapes ?value t
?buttonText "Merge shapes?")
sonnetCutVF = hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'cutMetal ?value nil
?buttonText "Cut holes in Metal over Via")
;
sonnetXgeF = hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'runXgeom ?value nil
;
?buttonText "Run Xgeom?")
sonnetBrse1F = hiCreateButton( ?name 'fileBrowse
?buttonText "Browse"
?callback
"sonnetFileBrowseCB(sonnetForm1)"
)
sonnetBrse2F = hiCreateButton( ?name 'matlBrowse
?buttonText "Browse"
?callback
"sonnetMatlBrowseCB(sonnetForm1)"
)
hiCreateAppForm( ?name 'sonnetForm1
?formTitle "Sonnet Settings (1/2)"
?fields list( list( sonnetDirF
0:0
520:25
200)
list( sonnetFileF
0:30 350:25 200)
list( sonnetVerF
360:34 150:25 60)
list( sonnetBrse1F 530:18
90:25)
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;

list(
list(
list(
list(
list(
list(
list(
list(

sonnetLyrF
0:70
sonnetBrse2F 380:69
sonnetCmtF
0:100
sonnetFreqF
0:150
sonnetLossF
0:190
sonnetMergF
0:220
sonnetCutVF
0:240
sonnetXgeF
0:260
); list

320:25 200)
90:25)
620:25 200)
620:25 200)
400:25 200)
300:25 200)
300:25 200)
300:25 200)

)
;-----------------------------;
;
SonnetForm2
;
;
form for controlling analysis box dimensions & port placement:
;
sonnetHeadF = hiCreateLabel( ?name 'headlabel
?labelText strcat( "Click Apply to
update values / All Scales are in " envGetVal("cdba.userUnits"
"maskLayout" ) ))
sonnetFraAF = hiCreateFrameField( ?name 'frameA
?labelText "Analysis Box")
sonnetFraBF = hiCreateFrameField( ?name 'frameB
?labelText "Subsectioning")
sonnetFraCF = hiCreateFrameField( ?name 'frameC
?labelText "Ports")
sonnetMargF = hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'margin ?value 100.
?prompt "Box margin"
?range '(0. "infinity")
?callback "sonnetCallbackSet(1)"
?acceptNil nil )
sonnetLMarF = hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'left ?value t
?buttonText "Left"
?callback "sonnetCallbackSet(1)")
sonnetRMarF = hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'right ?value t
?buttonText "Right"
?callback "sonnetCallbackSet(1)")
sonnetTMarF = hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'top ?value t
?buttonText "Top"
?callback "sonnetCallbackSet(1)")
sonnetBMarF = hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'bottom ?value t
?buttonText "Bottom"
?callback "sonnetCallbackSet(1)")
sonnetRawWF = hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'boxWidth ?value 0.
?prompt "Box width"
?acceptNil nil
?editable nil)
sonnetRawHF = hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'boxHeight ?value 0.
?prompt "Box height"
?acceptNil nil
?editable nil)
sonnetSzIsXF = hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'subSzIsX ?value 0.
?prompt "Real Size X"
?acceptNil nil
?editable nil)
sonnetSzIsYF = hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'subSzIsY ?value 0.
?prompt "Real Size Y"
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?acceptNil nil
?editable nil)
sonnetDefF = hiCreateRadioField( ?name 'subDefMode ?value "Size"
?prompt "Define Subsections by"
?choices '( "Size" "Count" ))
sonnetSizeXF= hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'subSizeX
?value 2.5
?prompt "Nominal Subsection Size X"
?acceptNil nil
?callback "sonnetCallbackSet(2)"
)
sonnetSizeYF= hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'subSizeY
?value 2.5
?prompt "Nominal Subsection Size Y"
?acceptNil nil
?callback "sonnetCallbackSet(2)"
)
sonnetSubXF = hiCreateIntField( ?name 'subSectX
?value 0
?prompt "Subsection Count X"
?acceptNil nil
?callback "sonnetCallbackSet(3)"
)
sonnetSubYF = hiCreateIntField( ?name 'subSectY
?value 0
?prompt "Subsection Count Y"
?acceptNil nil
?callback "sonnetCallbackSet(3)"
)
sonnetEdgePF= hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'edgePorts ?value nil
?buttonText "Place ports at
edges?"
) ; TE changed !
sonnetPinPF = hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'pinPorts ?value nil
?buttonText "Place ports at all
pins?"
) ; TE changed!
sonnetResF = hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'portRes
?prompt "Resistance"
?value 50.0
?acceptNil nil)
sonnetReactF= hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'portReact
?prompt "Reactance"
?value 0.0
?acceptNil nil)
sonnetIndF = hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'portInd
?prompt "Inductance"
?value 0.0
?acceptNil nil)
sonnetCapF = hiCreateFloatField( ?name 'portCap
?prompt "Capacitance"
?value 0.0
?acceptNil nil)
sonnetFitF = hiCreateRadioField( ?name 'fitMode ?value "Staircase"
?prompt "Subsection mode"
?choices '( "Staircase" "Diagonal" "Corners" "Both"))
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hiCreateAppForm( ?name 'sonnetForm2
?formTitle "Sonnet Settings (2/2)"
?initialSize t
?fields list( list( sonnetHeadF 100:0
500:25)
list( sonnetFraAF
5:30 590:130 15)
list( sonnetMargF 170:70 160:20 100)
list( sonnetLMarF
50:75 50:20)
list( sonnetRMarF 450:75 50:20)
list( sonnetTMarF 265:50
50:20)
list( sonnetBMarF 245:100 70:20)
list( sonnetRawWF
10:125 240:20 120)
list( sonnetRawHF 300:125 240:20 120)
list( sonnetFraBF
5:180 590:165 15)
list( sonnetDefF
10:210 500:20 160)
list( sonnetSizeXF 10:235 270:20 160)
list( sonnetSizeYF 300:235 270:20 160)
list( sonnetSzIsXF 10:260 270:20 160)
list( sonnetSzIsYF 300:260 270:20 160)
list( sonnetSubXF
10:285 270:20 160)
list( sonnetSubYF 300:285 270:20 160)
list( sonnetFitF
10:315 580:20 160)
list( sonnetFraCF
5:360 590:80 15)
list( sonnetPinPF
10:380 175:20)
list( sonnetEdgePF 300:380 175:20)
list( sonnetResF
10:405 135:20 80)
list( sonnetReactF 157:405 135:20 80)
list( sonnetCapF
305:405 135:20 80)
list( sonnetIndF
452:405 135:20 80)
)
?callback "sonnetCallback()" )
sonnetLibNameF = hiCreateStringField( ?name 'libName ?value ""
?prompt "Library name")
sonnetCellNameF = hiCreateStringField( ?name 'cellName ?value ""
?prompt "Cell name")
hiCreateAppForm( ?name 'sonnetForm3
?formTitle "Specify Layout Cellview to Convert"
?fields list( sonnetLibNameF sonnetCellNameF)
)
;----------------------------;
; sonnetImport User Dialog
;
;----------------------------sonnetImportDirF = hiCreateStringField( ?name 'workingDir
?value sonnetExportDirectory
?prompt "Import directory")
sonnetImportGeoF = hiCreateRadioField( ?name 'geoSon
?value ".son"
?choices '( ".geo" ".son")
?prompt "File Type"
)
sonnetImportFileF = hiCreateStringField( ?name 'partName
?value "emTest"
?prompt "Part name" )
sonnetImportMatlF = hiCreateCyclicField( ?name 'layerFile
?choices
sonnetFindMaterialFileChoices()
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?value
car(sonnetFindMaterialFileChoices())
?prompt "Material description
file" )
sonnetImportGrowthF = hiCreateRadioField(
?name 'growthMode
?value "Inverse"
?prompt "Growth"
?choices '( "Normal"
"Inverse"
"None"))
sonnetImportPortsF = hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'importPorts
?value t
?buttonText "Place Labels at
Ports"
)
sonnetImportOfRefF = hiCreateBooleanButton( ?name 'ofRef ?value t
?buttonText "No polygons outside
ref-plane"
)
sonnetImpBrse1F = hiCreateButton( ?name 'fileBrowse
?buttonText "Browse"
?callback
"sonnetFileBrowseCB(sonnetImportForm)"
)
sonnetImpBrse2F = hiCreateButton( ?name 'matlBrowse
?buttonText "Browse"
?callback
"sonnetMatlBrowseCB(sonnetImportForm)"
)
hiCreateAppForm( ?name 'sonnetImportForm
?formTitle "Import Sonnet File"
?initialSize t
?fields list( list( sonnetImportDirF
0:0
520:25 160)
list( sonnetImportFileF
0:30
350:25 160)
list( sonnetImportGeoF
360:30 100:25
70)
list( sonnetImpBrse1F
530:18 90:25)
list( sonnetImpBrse2F
380:69 90:25)
list( sonnetImportMatlF
0:70 360:25
160)
list( sonnetImportGrowthF
0:100 500:25
160)
list( sonnetImportPortsF
0:130 500:25
200)
list( sonnetImportOfRefF
0:160 500:25
200)
)
)

;
;

sonnetCurrentGeoFilelist = sonnetSonnetInFindGeoFiles()
sonnetSonnetInGeoF = hiCreateStringField( ?name 'geoFile
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;
?value strcat( "./sonnet/"
car(sonnetCurrentGeoFilelist))
;
?prompt "Geometry file")
if( sonnetDebug then printf("* UI forms created ...\n") )
;---------------------------------------------;
; Adding the sonnet Menu to the Banner
;
;
This is done with the userMenuTrigger. Some care must be
;
taken as cadence allows only one trigger per cellview type
;
Therefore we check for installed user triggers, copy them and
;
merge them with our own trigger.
;
;
090500 T. Ellermeyer
;
; First Step: Create Pulldown Menu ...
;
hiCreatePulldownMenu( 'sonnetPropSubMenu ""
list(
hiCreateMenuItem(?name 'sonnetShowProp
?itemText "Show"
?callback "sonnetShowProp()")
hiCreateMenuItem(?name 'sonnetDelProp
?itemText "Delete"
?callback "sonnetDeleteProp()")
))
Test=hiCreatePulldownMenu( 'sonnetBannerMenu "Sonnet"
list(
hiCreateMenuItem(?name
'sonnetss
?itemText "Translate Selected Pieces"
?callback "sonnetSS()"
)
hiCreateMenuItem(?name 'sonnethicell
?itemText "Translate Cellview"
?callback "sonnetHiCell()"
)
hiCreateMenuItem(?name 'sonnetImportGeo
?itemText "Import Sonnet File"
?callback "sonnetImportMenu()"
)
hiCreateSliderMenuItem(?name 'sonnetPropSlider
?itemText "Saved Properties"
?subMenu sonnetPropSubMenu)
hiCreateMenuItem(?name 'sonnetAbout
?itemText "About ..."
?callback "sonnetAbout()")
); list
) ;hiCreatePulldownMenu
if( sonnetDebug then printf("* pulldown menu build ...\n"))
;-----------------------------------------------;
; Install User Menu Trigger ...
;
sonnetAppInfo = deGetAppInfo("maskLayout") ; Get current registry
; Copy content of menu trigger to variable
; dirty, but works
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sprintf(sonnetOldMenuTrigger "%L" sonnetAppInfo->userMenuTrigger)
if( sonnetOldMenuTrigger=="nil" then
; check if trigger is
installed
sonnetMenuTrigger = list('sonnetBannerMenu) ; not installed?
then install own menu
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("* userMenuTrigger not
occupied ...\n"))
else
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("* userMenuTrigger occupied
(%s), trying to append sonnet...\n" sonnetOldMenuTrigger))
sonnetMenuTrigger = append(sonnetAppInfo>userMenuTrigger(list(t)) list('sonnetBannerMenu)) ; installed? then
append sonnet menu
deUnRegUserTriggers("maskLayout"); remove User Triggers
);if
deRegUserTriggers( "maskLayout" sonnetAppInfo->userAppTrigger
'sonnetBannerRoutine sonnetAppInfo->userPostInstallTrigger) ; reg new
triggers
if( sonnetDebug then printf("* new user trigger: %L\n"
sonnetAppInfo->userMenuTrigger))
printf("*------- End Sonnet interface setup -------\n")
); proc
;-----------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetBannerRoutine ****
;
; proc to be installed as a user trigger
; sonnetMenuTrigger holds the merged menu list
;
sonnetMenuTrigger = nil
procedure(sonnetBannerRoutine(args "l")
prog(()
return(sonnetMenuTrigger)
))
procedure( sonnetCheckSetup()
prog( ()
if( !(isDir(sonnetMATLFileDirectory) &&
isDir(sonnetExportDirectory)) then
hiModalDBoxHelp("Error - directories not set properly\n
Please read the manual and set set following variables in\n
the sonnet.il file: (search for keyword MAINTAIN)\n
sonnetMATLFileDirectory, sonnetExportDirectory")
error("sonnet.il" "please check setup!")
); if
))
procedure( sonnetAbout()
prog( (helpS cv sonnetProp i proplen)
sprintf(helpS "-- %s --\n\n" sonnetVersionString)
sprintf(helpS "%s COPYRIGHT:\n
Permission is hereby granted, free of charge, to any person obtaining a
copy of this\n
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software and associated documentation files ('sonnet.il'), to use
without restriction,\n
including without limitation the rights to use, copy, modify, merge,
publish, distribute,\n
sublicense, and/or sell copies, and to permit persons to whom this is
furnished to do so,\n
subject to the following conditions:\n
The above copyright notice and this permission notice shall be included
in all copies or\n
substantial portions of sonnet.il.\n\n
DISCLAIMER:\n
The software is provided 'as is', without warranty of any kind, express
or implied,\n
including but not limited to the warranties of merchantability, fitnes
for a particular\n
purpose and non-infringement. In no event shall Sonnet Software, Inc.
nor the author of\n
this software, be liable for any claim, damages or other liability,
whether in an action\n
of contract, tort or otherwise, arising from, out of or in connection
with this file or\n
derivative works.\n
The author of this software is not affiliated with Sonnet Software,
Inc.\n
All modifications on the source code where done presuming that
sonnet.il will be published\n
as freeware without any warranty. \n\n
Please send bug reports or feature requests to:
cadence.interface@sonnetusa.com" helpS)
hiDisplayAppDBox( ?name `sonnetAbout
?dboxBanner "About sonnet.il"
?dboxText
helpS
?dialogType hicMessageDialog
?buttonLayout `Close)
))
procedure( sonnetShowProp()
prog( (helpS cv sonnetProp i proplen)
sprintf(helpS "These properties are stored within the layout
cellview by sonnet.il:\n--------------------------------------------\n" )
unless( cv = geGetEditCellView()
error("sonnet.il" "Unable to open cellview for import") )
sonnetProp=dbSearchPropByName(cv "sonnetProp")
if( sonnetProp then
sonnetParm = sonnetProp->value
proplen = length(sonnetParm)
i = 2
while( i < proplen
sprintf( helpS "%s %L = %L\n" helpS nthelem(i++ sonnetParm)
nthelem(i++ sonnetParm))
); for
else
sprintf( helpS "%s * No sonnet Properties stored in cellview
*\n" helpS)
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); if
hiDisplayAppDBox( ?name `sonnetShowProp
?dboxBanner "Sonnet Properties"
?dboxText
helpS
?dialogType hicMessageDialog
?buttonLayout `Close)
))
procedure( sonnetDeleteProp()
prog( (cv sonnetProp)
unless( cv = geGetEditCellView()
error("sonnet.il" "Unable to open cellview for import") )
if( dbDeletePropByName(cv "sonnetProp") then
printf("sonnet.il: Properties deleted form cellview.\n")
else
error("sonnet.il" "Deleting properties failed!")
); if
))
;------------------------------------------------------------------------;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetFindMaterialFileChoices ****
;
; Looks for files with *.matl in sonnetMATLFileDirectory
;
procedure(sonnetFindMaterialFileChoices()
prog((startList matlList)
matlList = nil
if( isDir( sonnetMATLFileDirectory ) == nil then
error("sonnet.il: Directory for material file not readable (%s)"
sonnetMATLFileDirectory)
); if
startList = cddr(getDirFiles( sonnetMATLFileDirectory ))
foreach( matl startList
if(rexMatchp( "\\.matl$" matl ) matlList = cons(matl matlList) )
; Changed TE
);foreach
if( !matlList then
matlList = ncons("(no matl-file found)")
); if
return(matlList)
))
;-----------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetMatlBrowseCB ****
;
; new in version 1.1.0
;
; Callback Routine for sonnetImportForm browsing
;
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procedure( sonnetMatlBrowseCB(form)
prog( ( a)
sonnetBrowseDir = sonnetMATLFileDirectory
a = sonnetBrowse("*.matl")
form->layerFile->choices = sonnetBrowseFileL
form->layerFile->value = cadr(a)
sonnetMATLFileDirectory = car(a)
))
;-----------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetFileBrowseCB ****
;
; new in version 1.1.0
;
; Callback Routine for sonnetImportForm browsing
;
procedure( sonnetFileBrowseCB(form)
prog( ( a)
sonnetBrowseDir = form->workingDir->value
a = sonnetBrowse(form->geoSon->value)
form->partName->value = substring( cadr(a) 1 strlen(cadr(a))-4)
form->workingDir->value = car(a)
))
;-----------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetBrowseCB ****
;
; new in version 1.1.0
;
; Callback Routine for sonnetBrowseForm
;
procedure( sonnetBrowseCB( update extension)
prog( ( d h startList dirL fileL regexp)
dirL = nil
fileL = nil
regexp = sprintf(nil "\\\\*%s$" extension)
if( update then
sonnetBrowseDir = simplifyFilename(sprintf(nil "%s/%s"
sonnetBrowseDir car(sonnetBrowseForm->dir->value)))
); if
if( sonnetDebug=="h" then printf("Scanning Dir: %s\n"
sonnetBrowseDir) )
if( isDir(sonnetBrowseDir) == nil then
error("sonnet.il: Directory not readable (%s)" sonnetBrowseDir))
startList = getDirFiles( sonnetBrowseDir )
foreach( d startList
h = sprintf(nil "%s/%s" sonnetBrowseDir d)
if( isDir( h) then dirL = append1(dirL d))
if( isFile( h) then
if(rexMatchp( regexp d ) then
fileL = append1(fileL d) )
)
); foreach
sonnetBrowseDirL = sort( dirL 'alphalessp)
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sonnetBrowseFileL = sort( fileL 'alphalessp)
if( sonnetBrowseFileL == nil then sonnetBrowseFileL=ncons("(no
matching files)"))
sonnetBrowseForm->dir->choices = sonnetBrowseDirL
sonnetBrowseForm->file->choices = sonnetBrowseFileL
))
;-----------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetBrowse ****
;
; new in version 1.1.0
;
; User Interface for Browsing for files with
; suffix regexp
;
procedure( sonnetBrowse(regexp)
prog( (a b la lb)
la = hiCreateLabel( ?name 'dirLabel
?labelText "Directory")
lb = hiCreateLabel( ?name 'fileLabel
?labelText "File")
a = hiCreateListBoxField( ?name 'dir
?choices sonnetBrowseDirL
?callback "sonnetBrowseCB(t regexp)"
?doubleClickCB "sonnetBrowseCB(t regexp)"
?numRows 10
)
b = hiCreateListBoxField( ?name 'file
?choices sonnetBrowseFileL
?doubleClickCB "hiFormDone(sonnetBrowseForm)"
?numRows 10
)
hiCreateAppForm( ?name 'sonnetBrowseForm
?initialSize t
?fields list( list( a
10:40 200:200 0)
list( b 210:40 200:200 0)
list( la 10:10 200:25 200)
list( lb 210:10 200:25 200))
?formTitle sprintf(nil "Browsing for %s-File"
regexp))
sonnetBrowseCB(nil regexp)
while( if( sonnetBrowseForm->file->value (car(sonnetBrowseForm>file->value) == "(no matching files)") t)
if( !hiDisplayForm( sonnetBrowseForm) then
error("sonnet.il" "Action cancelled by user!"))
)
return( list( sonnetBrowseDir car(sonnetBrowseForm->file->value) ))
))
;---------------------------------------------------
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;
; **** sonnetHiCell ****
;
; Export complete CellView
; 11. Sept. 2000, TE: default values added
;
procedure( sonnetHiCell()
prog( (form)
hiCreateAppForm( ?name 'sonnetHiCellF
?formTitle "Specify Layout Cellview to Convert"
?fields list(hiCreateStringField( ?name 'libName
?value geGetEditCellView()>libName
?prompt "Library name" )
hiCreateStringField( ?name 'cellName
?value geGetEditCellView()>cellName
?prompt "Cell name") )
)
if( !hiDisplayForm( sonnetHiCellF)
error("sonnet.il" "Action cancelled by user!"))
sonnetCell( sonnetHiCellF->libName->value sonnetHiCellF->cellName>value)
if( sonnetDebug then printf("Done\n"))
)
)

;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetSS ****
;
procedure( sonnetSS()
prog( (cv set)
sonnetSelSetMode = t
unless( cv = geGetEditCellView()
error("sonnet.il" "Unable to open cellview") )
unless( set= geGetSelSet()
hiModalDBoxHelp("No parts selected!")
error("sonnet.il" "No parts selected!"))
sonnetSonnetConversion( cv set)
); prog
); proc
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetIsManhatten ****
;
procedure( sonnetIsManhatten( ptList)
prog( ( p l q)
;
;

search the given point list for changes in both x & y values
going from one coordinate pair to the next,
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;

exit as soon as a non-manhatten angle is found:
p = car( ptList)
;assumes length( ptList) >= 2
l = cdr( ptList)
q = car( l)
while( l && (car( p) == car( q) || cadr( p) == cadr( q))
p = q
l = cdr( l)
q = car( l)
)
unless( l nil t)
)

)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; ****
sonnetCell ****
;
; converts the specified cell layout to Sonnet format
;
procedure( sonnetCell( libName cellName)
prog( ( cv set sonnetProp)
;

get the cellview:
unless( cv = dbOpenCellViewByType( libName cellName "layout" ""

"a")
printf( "Failed to open cellview: %s %s layout.\n" libName
cellName)
return()
)
sonnetProp = dbSearchPropByName(cv, "sonnetProp")
if( sonnetProp then
sonnetParm = sonnetProp->value
sonnetForm1->partName->value = sonnetParm->partName
else
sonnetForm1->partName->value = cv~>cellName
)
;
check that there is data in it:
unless( length( (set = append(cv~>instances cv~>shapes))) > 0
return()
)
; BFFI method change apparent default materials file
;
;
;

sonnetForm1->layerFile->defValue = ""
sonnetForm1->layerFile->value
= ""
run the conversion:
sonnetSelSetMode = nil
unless( sonnetSonnetConversion( cv set) return())

;
;
;
;
;
;
;

if ports were created for each terminal in the layout,
then automatically create the sch.model view.
since it's possible to have multiple layout pins for a single
terminal, and it's possible to add additional pins while using
this interface, there could be an inconsistency;
the if() below attempts to prevent that:
if( sonnetForm1->pinPorts &&
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;
length( sonnetPortL) == length( cv~>terminals) then
;
sonnetNPortSchModel( cv
;
sprintf( nil "%s.s%dp" sonnetForm1->partName->value length(
sonnetPortL)))
;
else
;
printf( "Warning: No sch.model view was created.\n")
;
)
;
;
optionally create the necessary things for Spice model inclusion
;
in a higher-level circuit simulation:
;
when( sonnetForm1->spiceModel->value
;
sonnetCreateSpiceModel( cv sonnetForm1->partName->value)
;
)
return( t)
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetLayerFile ****
;
; loads the *.matl file
;
procedure( sonnetLayerFile( cv file) ; update 08 Aug 99 SMS
; update 08 Sep 01 TE
prog( ( ip name lev met s nDiel nMetl nViaL growth l nw lib colorList
tmp)
;

open the layers file:
printf("in sonnetLayerFile... %s\n" file)
unless( ip = infile(file)
error( "Unable to open material description file: %s\n" file)
)
if( sonnetDebug then printf( "Reading material description file:
%s\n" file))
;
;

parse the layers file,
build globals sonnetDielL, sonnetLyrL, sonnetMetlL:
nDiel = 0 nMetl = 0
nViaL = 0
sonnetDielL = nil sonnetLyrL = nil sonnetMetlL = nil
colorList = nil
sonnetImportViaL = nil
while( (s = gets( s ip))
l = parseString( s)
nw = length( l)
if( car( l) then
case( upperCase( substring( car( l) 1 3))
;
; Color Option by TE
; Colors must be defined prior to metals in matl file!
("COL" if( nw == 3 then
colorList = cons( cdr(l) colorList)
else
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error( "sonnet.il: Bad format for color in matl-file:
%s\n" s)
); if
)
("DIE"

if( nw > 2 && nw < 9 then
sonnetDielL = cons( buildString( cdr( l)) sonnetDielL)
nDiel++
else
error( "sonnet.il: Bad format in matl-file:\n%s" s)
)

)
("VIA"

if( zerop(nDiel) then
error( "sonnet.il: Missing top dielectric in matl file
(above top metal)\n")
else
nViaL++
if( nw > 1 then
name = cadr( l)
lev = nDiel
growth = if( caddr(l) float( evalstring( caddr(l))) 0.)
sonnetLyrL = cons( list( name lev -1 growth 1)
sonnetLyrL)
sonnetImportViaL = cons( list( name lev -1 growth 1)
sonnetImportViaL )
else
error( "sonnet.il Bad format in matl-file:\n%s" s)
)
)
)
("MET" if( zerop(nDiel) then
error( "sonnet.il: Missing top dielectric (above top
metal)\n")
else
if( zerop(nViaL) then
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf( "adding dummy via
layer to top of box\n"))
sonnetImportViaL = cons( list("dummyVia" 0 -1 0.0 1)
sonnetImportViaL)
); if
if( nw > 1 then
name = cadr( l)
;
; TE - search for color of this metal layer
;
sonnetMetColor = "0" ; default
foreach( col colorList
if( car(col) == name then
sonnetMetColor = cadr(col)
); if
); foreach

sprintf( s "%s

lev = nDiel - 1
growth = if( caddr(l) float( evalstring( caddr(l))) 0.)
if( nw > 3 then
sonnetMetlL = cons( list(buildString( cdddr( l))
%s" sonnetMetColor name)) sonnetMetlL)
met = nMetl
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nMetl++
else met = -1)
sonnetLyrL = cons( list( name lev met growth 0)
sonnetLyrL)
else
error( "sonnet.il: Bad format in matl-file:\n%s" s)
)
); if
); case MET
);case
); if
); while
close( ip)
tmp = sonnetMetlL
sonnetMetlL = reverse( tmp)
tmp = sonnetDielL
sonnetDielL = reverse( tmp)
tmp = sonnetImportViaL
sonnetImportViaL = reverse( tmp)
;
check that valid layer data was found,
;
check that layer names are valid,
;
check for bottom dielectric:
unless( sonnetLyrL
error( "sonnet.il: Found no layers in matl-file, incorrect
format?\n") )
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("sonnet.il: calling
techGetTechFile\n"))
lib = techGetTechFile(cv~>lib)
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("sonnet.il debug: called
techGetTechFile\n"))
foreach( lr sonnetLyrL
unless( techGetLayerNum( lib car( lr))
error( "sonnet.il: Failed to find layer %s in current
library\n" car( lr))
)
if( cadr( lr) == nDiel - 1 && zerop(nth( 4 lr)) then
error( "sonnet.il: Missing bottom dielectric\n") )
) ;foreach lr
return( t)
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetDimensions (New) ****
;
procedure( sonnetDimensions( set)
prog( ( xm xM ym yM )
;
get bounds of the objects in set:
xm=1e10 xM=-1e10 ym=1e10 yM=-1e10
foreach( i set
box = i~>bBox
if( caar( box) < xm then xm = caar( box))
if( cadar( box) < ym then ym = cadar( box))
if( caadr( box) > xM then xM = caadr( box))
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if( cadr( cadr( box)) > yM then yM = cadr( cadr( box)))
); foreach
sonnetRawX = xM - xm
sonnetRawY = yM - ym
sonnetRawXm = xm
sonnetRawXM = xM
sonnetRawYm = ym
sonnetRawYM = yM
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("Raw X %f y%f\n" sonnetRawX
sonnetRawY))
sonnetForm2CbMarg()
if( !hiDisplayForm(sonnetForm2) then
error("sonnet.il" "Action cancelled by user!"))
); prog
); procedure
;--------------------------------------------;
; Callback for sonnetForm2 (Dimensions)
;
procedure( sonnetCallbackSet( i)
sonnetCallbackState = i
)
procedure( sonnetCallback()
prog( ()
case( sonnetCallbackState
( 0 return( t) )
( 1 sonnetForm2CbMarg() )
( 2 sonnetForm2CbSize() )
( 3 sonnetForm2CbSect() )
)
sonnetCallbackState = 0
return( t)
))
procedure( sonnetForm2CbMarg( )
prog( ( margin mar1 mar2 pair xm xM ym yM)
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("sonnetForm2CbMarg\n") )
margin = sonnetForm2->margin->value
;
calculate subsections along each axis, this must be an even
integer,
;
so adjust outer box dimensions accordingly.
;
if both margins (in x or y) are 0, it may have to modify the
;
subsection size from that specified in the form, in this case a
;
warning is displayed.
sonnetRefExt = sonnetForm2->left->value ||
sonnetForm2->right->value ||
sonnetForm2->top->value ||
sonnetForm2->bottom->value
sonnetRefExtLeft = if( sonnetForm2->left->value margin 0.)
sonnetRefExtRight = if( sonnetForm2->right->value margin 0.)
;
pair = sonnetSubDivide( sonnetRawXm sonnetRawXM mar1 mar2
sonnetForm2->subSzIsX->value)
;
xm = car( pair) xM = cadr( pair)
xm = sonnetRawXm - sonnetRefExtLeft
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xM = sonnetRawXM + sonnetRefExtRight
sonnetRefExtTop
= if( sonnetForm2->top->value
margin 0.)
sonnetRefExtBottom = if( sonnetForm2->bottom->value margin 0.)
;
pair = sonnetSubDivide( sonnetRawYm sonnetRawYM mar1 mar2
sonnetForm2->subSzIsY->value)
;
ym = car( pair) yM = cadr( pair)
ym = sonnetRawYm - sonnetRefExtBottom
yM = sonnetRawYM + sonnetRefExtTop
sonnetXo = xm
sonnetYo = yM ;(data is flipped in Y direction to obtain same
perspective)
sonnetForm2->boxWidth->value = xM - xm
sonnetForm2->boxHeight->value = yM - ym
sonnetXm = xm
; Required for port generation!
sonnetXM = xM
sonnetYm = ym
sonnetYM = yM
if( sonnetForm2->subDefMode->value == "Size" then
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("Size mode\n"))
sonnetForm2->subSectX->value = round( sonnetForm2->boxWidth>value / sonnetForm2->subSizeX->value)
sonnetForm2->subSectY->value = round( sonnetForm2->boxHeight>value / sonnetForm2->subSizeY->value)
sonnetForm2->subSzIsX->value = sonnetForm2->boxWidth->value /
sonnetForm2->subSectX->value
sonnetForm2->subSzIsY->value = sonnetForm2->boxHeight->value /
sonnetForm2->subSectY->value
else
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("Section mode\n"))
sonnetForm2->subSizeX->value = sonnetForm2->boxWidth->value /
sonnetForm2->subSectX->value
sonnetForm2->subSizeY->value = sonnetForm2->boxHeight->value /
sonnetForm2->subSectY->value
sonnetForm2->subSzIsX->value = sonnetForm2->subSizeX->value
sonnetForm2->subSzIsY->value = sonnetForm2->subSizeY->value
); if
return( t)
)
)
procedure( sonnetForm2CbSize()
prog( ( nX nY )
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("sonnetForm2CbSize\n"))
sonnetForm2->subSectX->value = round( sonnetForm2->boxWidth->value
/ sonnetForm2->subSizeX->value)
sonnetForm2->subSectY->value = round( sonnetForm2->boxHeight>value / sonnetForm2->subSizeY->value)
sonnetForm2->subSzIsX->value = sonnetForm2->boxWidth->value /
sonnetForm2->subSectX->value
sonnetForm2->subSzIsY->value = sonnetForm2->boxHeight->value /
sonnetForm2->subSectY->value
sonnetForm2->subDefMode->value = "Size"
return( t)
) )
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procedure( sonnetForm2CbSect()
prog( ( )
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("sonnetForm2CbSect\n"))
sonnetForm2->subSizeX->value = sonnetForm2->boxWidth->value /
sonnetForm2->subSectX->value
sonnetForm2->subSizeY->value = sonnetForm2->boxHeight->value /
sonnetForm2->subSectY->value
sonnetForm2->subSzIsX->value = sonnetForm2->subSizeX->value
sonnetForm2->subSzIsY->value = sonnetForm2->subSizeY->value
sonnetForm2->subDefMode->value = "Count"
return( t)
) )
procedure( sonnetSubDivide( raw1 raw2 mar1 mar2 subSect)
prog( ( size n adj)
size = raw2 - raw1 + mar1 + mar2
n = round( size / subSect)
if( mod( n 2) != 0 then n = n + 1)
adj = n * subSect - size
if( adj != 0 then
if( mar2 > 0 then mar2 = mar2 + adj
else if( mar1 > 0 then mar1 = mar1 + adj
else
printf( "Warning (sonnet.il): subsection will be
modified\n")))
)
return(list( raw1 - mar1 raw2 + mar2))
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetConvert ****
;
procedure( sonnetConvert( cv set)
prog( ( l name levNum growth isVia shapeL viaTop )
;
;
;
;

build the master layer/shape list, sonnetShapeL:
for each layer, find all shapes at top level and in cell instances,
over or undersize the layer data if specified,
count the total number of shapes along the way
sonnetShapeL = nil
sonnetViaL = nil
sonnetPortL = nil
sonnetPinList = sonnetSortPins( cv)
viaTop = nil
sonnetNShapes = 0
debugId = 1000
if( sonnetComplexMerge window = sonnetOpenMergeWin( cv))
foreach( l sonnetLyrL
name
= car( l)
;println("making sure .matl file read in ok")
;println(name) ;debugging layer names -- working fine up to here
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levNum = cadr(l)
growth = nth( 3 l)
isVia = nth( 4 l)
debugId= (nth( 2 l)+1) * 10000+(levNum+1)*1000
shapeL = sonnetGetLayerShapes( name set)
println(shapeL) ;-- this is where it's failing, generating
shapelist
if( shapeL then
if( sonnetDebug then printf( "Processing layer %s,
growth=%g...\n" name growth))
if( sonnetForm1->mergeShapes->value || growth != 0 || viaTop then
if( sonnetComplexMerge && growth == 0. && !viaTop then
shapeL = sonnetMergeShapes( cv shapeL window)
else
shapeL = sonnetSizeLayer( cv shapeL growth viaTop)
) ;if( sonnetComplexMerge && growth
else
shapeL = sonnetSizeLayer( cv shapeL growth viaTop)
)
;if( sonnetForm1->mergeShapes->value
;println(shapeL)
;
special processing for via layers:
if( isVia != 0 then
sonnetAddVias( levNum shapeL)
if( sonnetForm1->cutMetal->value then viaTop = shapeL)
else viaTop = nil
) ;isVia
;

optionally add ports and metal edges and/or at pins:
if( sonnetForm2->edgePorts->value && zerop(isVia)
sonnetEdgePorts( shapeL name debugId)
); if
if( sonnetForm2->pinPorts->value && zerop(isVia)
shapeL = sonnetPinPorts( cv shapeL name debugId)
); if
debugId++
sonnetShapeL = cons( list( l shapeL) sonnetShapeL)
sonnetNShapes = sonnetNShapes + length( shapeL)
) ; if shapeL
)
; foreach
sonnetShapeL = reverse( sonnetShapeL)

if( sonnetComplexMerge then geKillWindow( window)) ; a window
should have been opened already
if( zerop(sonnetNShapes) println( "No translatable objects were
selected") )
return( t)
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetAddVias ****
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;
procedure( sonnetAddVias( levNum shapeL)
prog( ( l np s i)
;
;
;

find the index of these polygons in their level in the output file,
this assumes that at most one via layer exists for each dielectric
and that the layers file is in ascending order
np = 0
foreach( l sonnetShapeL
if( cadr( car( l)) == levNum then np = np + length( cadr( l)))
)

;
currently adds a polygon to the bottom level only where a via
occurs,
;
it may be necessary to add them to the top layer for some analyses.
;
all sides of the connecting layer polygon are made into verticle
walls:
foreach( s shapeL
for( i 0 length( s)-1
sonnetViaL = cons( list( np i levNum) sonnetViaL)
)
np = np + 1
)
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetOpenMergeWin
;
procedure( sonnetOpenMergeWin( cv)
prog( ( window)
window = hiOpenWindow( ?bBox list( 0:0 100:100))
geOpen( ?window window ?lib cv~>libName ?cell cv~>cellName
?view cv~>viewName ?mode "a")
window
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetMergeShapes ****
;
procedure( sonnetMergeShapes( cv shapeL window)
prog( ( lyr i lis1 lis2 modal)
lyr = list( "y0" "drawing")
;

if( length( shapeL) > 1 then
copy the polygons to the temporary layer:
lis1 = nil
foreach( i shapeL
lis1 = cons( dbCreatePolygon( cv lyr i) lis1)
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)
;

merge the shapes:
geDeselectAll()
foreach( i lis1 geSelectObject( i))
modal = leGetEnv( "modalCommands")
leSetEnv( "modalCommands" nil)
leHiMerge()
leSetEnv( "modalCommands" modal)
lis2 = geGetSelSet()
geDeselectAll()

;

convert the merged shapes back to the form we use here:
lis1 = nil
foreach( i lis2
lis1 = cons( sonnetShape( i) lis1)
dbDeleteObject( i)
)
else lis1 = shapeL)
return( lis1)
)

)
;-----------------------------------;
; **** sonnetSizeLayer ****
;
; Does the growth of the layers and cuts
; holes into the metal over vias if wanted
; 11. Sept. 2000: major changes by TE
;
procedure( sonnetSizeLayer( cv shapes growth viaTop)
prog( ( lyr1 lyr2 lyr3 scratch lis1 lis2 i )
;
merge & undersize or oversize a set of shapes and return the new
set:
;
uses two dummy layers in current cellview for sizing operation,
;
although the cellview is technically modified, all objects created
by
;
this routine are deleted before it exits.
;
;
TE: create a scratch cellView, in which we do all changes...
scratch = dbOpenCellViewByType( cv~>libName cv~>cellName sprintf(s
"sonnet.tmp.%d" stringToTime(getCurrentTime())) cv~>cellViewType "s")
lyr1 = list( "y0" "drawing")
lyr2 = list( "y1" "drawing")
lyr3 = list( "y2" "drawing")
;

;

; polygons
; via's
; polygons with holes

create polygons on 1st dummy layer from input list:
lis1 = nil
foreach( i shapes
;println(i)
lis1 = cons( dbCreatePolygon( scratch lyr1 i ) lis1)
);foreach
;printf("lis1 = %L\n" lis1)
if this is the top of a via interconnect, cut holes in polygons
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;
;

where the via walls are to ensure there are vertices at bottom
& top of each wall:
if( viaTop then
cuts = nil
foreach( i viaTop
cuts = cons( dbCreatePolygon( scratch lyr2 i) cuts)
);foreach
;
lis2 = layerAndNot( cv lyr1 lis1 cuts) ; A PRIVATE FUNCTION, BUT
TOO SWEET TO IGNORE!
lis2 = leLayerAndNot( scratch lyr1 lyr2 lyr3) ; TE - now we use
some "official" function
;foreach( i lis1 dbDeleteObject( i))
;foreach( i cuts dbDeleteObject( i))
lis1 = lis2
);if
; ---------; ; - MAJOR CHANGES by TE:
; ; - The function layerSize seems to be no longer officially supported
in Cadence 4.4.x
; - Therefore this function is replaced by leSizeShape, which sizes a
shape, but
; - keeps it on the same layer!
;printf("lis1 after cutting: %L\n" lis1)
lis2 = nil
if( growth == 0.0 then
lis2 = lis1
; leSizeShape only works for growth != 0
else
foreach( i lis1 lis2 = append(leSizeShape( i growth) lis2)
);foreach
); if
;printf( "shape after sizing %L\n" lis2)
; finally, create a list of the new polygons similar to the input
list
; (lists of vertices only) and delete the shapes on the dummy
layer:
lis1 = nil
foreach( i lis2
lis1 = cons( sonnetShape(i) lis1)
;dbDeleteObject( i) ; TE - delete not required (see above)
);foreach
; fill in any holes that were cut at the tops of vias:
; it may be preferable to leave these holes unfilled by commenting
this.
; if( viaTop then
; foreach( i viaTop
;
lis1 = cons( i lis1)
;
);foreach
; );if
dbClose(scratch)
;printf("ret-lis1: %L \n" lis1)
return( lis1)
)
)
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;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetSortPins ****
;
procedure( sonnetSortPins( cv)
let( ( pin tempL)
tempL = nil
foreach( pin cv~>terminals~>pins
if( car( pin)~>term~>name then
tempL = cons( list( car( pin)~>term~>name car( pin)) tempL)
)
)
sonnetPinList = sortcar( tempL 'alphalessp)
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetGetLayerShapes ****
;
procedure( sonnetGetLayerShapes( layerName set)
prog( ( i vL sL shapeL)
;
build a list of lists, each containing the vertices of a shape
;
on the specified layer. selected instances are searched for
;
shapes on this layer, too, in effect exploding them.
;
(the returned list does not contain db objects, only lists of
vertices)
shapeL = nil
foreach( i set
;println("Now executing sonnetGetLayerShapes")
;println(i)
if( i~>isShape && i~>layerName == layerName then
vL = sonnetShape( i)
println("this is vL")
if( vL then shapeL = cons( vL shapeL))
else
if( i~>objType == "inst" then
sL = sonnetExplode( i layerName nil)
if( sL then foreach( piece sL
shapeL = cons( piece shapeL)))
)
)
)
; println(shapeL)
return(shapeL)
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
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; **** sonnetShape ****
;
procedure( sonnetShape( obj)
let( (p1 p2 numSides)
numSides = 48
;
return a list of vertices for any geometric shape
;
or nil if it's a line or label:
println("now executing sonnetShape routine") ;not getting there
yet.
case( obj~>objType
("rect"
p1 = lowerLeft( obj~>bBox)
p2 = upperRight( obj~>bBox)
list( car(p1):cadr(p1) car(p2):cadr(p1)
car(p2):cadr(p2) car(p1):cadr(p2)))
("polygon" obj~>path)
("path"
dbConvertPathToPolygon( obj)~>path)
("donut"
dbConvertDonutToPolygon( obj numSides)~>path)
("ellipse" dbConvertEllipseToPolygon( obj numSides)~>path)
("line"
car(obj~>children~>points) )
(t
printf("*Error* sonnet.il: unhandled object:
objType=%L\n" obj~>objType) nil)
)
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetExplode ****
;
procedure( sonnetExplode( obj layerName parent)
prog( ( cv pair shapeL vL xL i sL piece)
;
;

recursively search the contents of cells for shapes on the
specified layer:

;
keep track of successive transformations as we descend the
hierarchy:
; hier = append1( parent obj)
; println(hier~>name)
pair = geGetInstTransform( obj)
offset = car( pair)
orient = cadr( pair)
magnif = caddr( pair )
;printf("the cell is at %f : %f rotation %s" car(offset) cadr(offset)
orient)
;
find primitives in the instance:
cv = obj~>master
shapeL = nil
foreach( i cv~>shapes
if( i~>layerName == layerName then
vL = sonnetShape( i)
if( vL then
xL = sonnetTransformUserPoint( vL pair)
shapeL = cons( xL shapeL)
; println(shapeL)
)
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)
)
;

find other instances in the instance:
foreach( i cv~>instances
sL = sonnetExplode( i layerName nil)
if( sL then foreach( piece sL
shapeL = cons( sonnetTransformUserPoint(piece pair)
shapeL)))
)
return(shapeL)
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetTransformUserPoint ****
;
procedure( sonnetTransformUserPoint( pointList transform)
prog((intList)
foreach( point pointList
intList = cons( geTransformUserPoint( point transform) intList)
)
return(reverse(intList))
))
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetCommonEdge ****
;
; Not the original routine, but rewritten as good
; as possible and as much as I understand the
; method of port placement
;
; 05 Sept 2001 TE
;
procedure( sonnetCommonEdge( shapeL hv xm ym YM sonnetXY debugId)
prog( ( i x y vertexN vertexNa vertexNb extx1 extx2 exty1 exty2)
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("Shape %L\n" shapeL ))
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("xm %f ym %L YM %L sonnetXY %f\n"
xm ym YM sonnetXY))
sonnetExtPort = nil
foreach( s shapeL
debugId++
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("Testing Polygon No %d\n"
debugId))
vertexNa = nil
vertexNb = nil
vertexN = nil
extx1
= nil
extx2
= nil
exty1
= nil
exty2
= nil
i = 0
foreach( p s
if( hv then
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x = cadr(p) y = car(p)
else
x = car(p) y = cadr(p)
); if
if( (x == xm) && ( (y==ym) || (ym==nil) ) then
vertexNa = i
extx1 = car(p)
exty1 = cadr(p)
else
if( (x == xm) && ( (y==YM) || (YM==nil) ) then
vertexNb = i
extx2 = car(p)
exty2 = cadr(p)
); if
); if
i=i+1;
); foreach
; Find vertex number
if( (vertexNa && vertexNb) then
x = min(vertexNa vertexNb)
y = max(vertexNa vertexNb)
if( (x == 0) && (y > 1) then
vertexN = y
else
vertexN = x
); if
; we have a Vertex !!!
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then
printf("vertex %d on Poly %d -> vertexNa = %d vertexNb = %d
\n" vertexN debugId vertexNa vertexNb))
; is metal on box boundary? otherwise extend port ...
if( hv then ; direction? nil=left/right, t=top/bottom
if( xm != sonnetXY then ; we need an extension to top/bottom
debugId = round(debugId/1000.0)*1000 + length(shapeL)+1
sonnetExtPort = list( (extx1:sonnetXY) (extx2:sonnetXY)
(extx2:xm) (extx1:xm) )
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf(" New ExtShape with Id %d
is %L\n" debugId sonnetExtPort))
vertexN = 0
); if xm
else
if( xm != sonnetXY then ; we need an extension to left/right
debugId = round(debugId/1000.0)*1000 + length(shapeL)+1
sonnetExtPort = list( (sonnetXY:exty1) (sonnetXY:exty2)
(xm:exty2) (xm:exty1) )
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf(" New ExtShape with Id:
%d is %L\n" debugId sonnetExtPort))
vertexN = 0
); if xm
); if hv
; Calculate x,y for emvu
x = (extx1+extx2)/2.0;
y = (exty1+exty2)/2.0
l = list( debugId vertexN x y)
return( l)
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); if
);foreach
return( nil) ; no vertex found ...
); prog
); proc
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetEdgeBox ****
;
procedure( sonnetEdgeBox( shapeL dir XY debugId)
prog( ( vertexN vertexNa vertexNb x y p s extx1 extx2 exty1 exty2 i)
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("Shape %L\n" shapeL ))
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("dir %L XY %f\n" dir XY))
l = 0
foreach( s shapeL
debugId++
vertexNa = nil
vertexNb = nil
i = 0
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("Testing Polygon No %d\n"
debugId))
foreach( p s
x= car(p) y=cadr(p)
; dir: nil = left/right t= top/down
if( ( (y == XY) && (dir == t) ) || ( (x == XY) && (dir == nil)
) then
if( vertexNa then
vertexNb = i
extx2 = x
exty2 = y
else
vertexNa = i
extx1 = x
exty1 = y
) ; if vertexNa
); if y == XY
i=i+1;
); foreach
; Find vertex number
if( (vertexNa && vertexNb) then
x = min(vertexNa vertexNb)
y = max(vertexNa vertexNb)
if( (x == 0) && (y > 1) then
vertexN = y
else
vertexN = x
); if
; we have a Vertex !!!
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then
printf("vertex %d on Poly %d -> vertexNa = %d vertexNb = %d
\n" vertexN debugId vertexNa vertexNb))
; Calculate x,y for emvu
x = (extx1+extx2)/2.0;
y = (exty1+exty2)/2.0
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sonnetPortL = append1( sonnetPortL list( debugId vertexN x y) )
l++
); if
);foreach
return( l)
); prog
); proc
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetEdgePorts ****
;
; 07. Sept 2001 TE
;
procedure( sonnetEdgePorts( shapeL layerName debugId)
prog( ( l createdPorts)
createdPorts = nil
; left edge
if( sonnetEdgeBox( shapeL nil sonnetXm debugId)!=0 then
createdPorts = cons( sprintf(nil "Left:%d" l) createdPorts )
); if
; right edge
if( sonnetEdgeBox( shapeL nil sonnetXM debugId)!=0 then
createdPorts = cons( sprintf(nil "Right:%d" l) createdPorts )
); if
; top edge
if( sonnetEdgeBox( shapeL t sonnetYM debugId)!=0 then
createdPorts = cons( sprintf(nil "Top:%d" l) createdPorts )
); if
; bottom edge
if( sonnetEdgeBox( shapeL t sonnetYm debugId)!=0 then
createdPorts = cons( sprintf(nil "Bottom:%d" l) createdPorts )
); if
; print Message
if( createdPorts && (sonnetDebug == "h") then
printf("Edge ports created on %s: %L\n" layerName createdPorts)
else
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("No edge ports created on
%s!\n" layerName))
); if
); prog
); procedure
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetPinPorts ****
;
procedure( sonnetPinPorts( cv shapeL layerName debugId)
prog( ( p pin box xm xM ym yM l)
;
;
;

find the side of the merged polygon that corresponds to the
appropriate edge of each signal pin.
if no pins are on this layer, the search is skipped.
foreach( p sonnetPinList
pin = cadr( p)
if( pin~>fig~>layerName == layerName then
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if( pin~>accessDir then
box = pin~>fig~>bBox
xm=caar(box) xM=caadr(box) ym=cadar(box)
yM=cadr(cadr(box))
if( (length( pin~>accessDir) != 1) then
error( "sonnet.il: pin %s on %s has direction %L\n"
car( p) pin~>fig~>layerName pin~>accessDir))
case( car( pin~>accessDir)
( "left"
l = sonnetCommonEdge( shapeL nil xm ym yM
sonnetXm debugId))
( "right"
l = sonnetCommonEdge( shapeL nil xM ym yM
sonnetXM debugId))
( "top"
l = sonnetCommonEdge( shapeL t yM xm xM
sonnetYM debugId))
( "bottom" l = sonnetCommonEdge( shapeL t ym xm xM
sonnetYm debugId))
( t
l = nil
error( "sonnet.il: pin %s on %s has direction %L\n"
car(p) pin~>fig~>layerName pin~>accessDir))
)
;
;
;
;
;

if the pin-edge was found, add it to the port list.
if a reference extension was necessary because the pin was not
at the edge of the analysis box, append the extension shape to
the list of shapes for this layer.
if the pin-edge wasn't found, echo the error:
if( l then
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf( "Creating port for pin:
%s\n" pin~>term~>name))
sonnetPortL = append1( sonnetPortL l)
if( sonnetExtPort then
shapeL = append1( shapeL sonnetExtPort)
); if sonnetExtPorz
else
printf( "*Warning* sonnet.il: Failed to find edge for pin:
%s!\n" pin~>term~>name)
); if l
else
error( "sonnet.il: %s pin missing access direction\n"
pin~>term~>name)
); if pin->accessDir
); if pin->fig ...
); foreach
return( shapeL)
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetSonnetConversion ****
;
procedure( sonnetSonnetConversion( cv set)
; TE: update Form1
;
; Try to read property values from layout view and assign default
values if not set.
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sonnetProp=dbSearchPropByName(cv "sonnetProp")
if( sonnetProp then
sonnetParm = sonnetProp->value;
sonnetForm1->workingDir->value = if( sonnetParm->workingDir
sonnetParm->workingDir sonnetExportDirectory )
sonnetForm1->partName->value
= if( sonnetParm->partName
sonnetParm->partName
cv->cellName )
sonnetForm1->geoSon->value
= if( sonnetParm->geoSon
sonnetParm->geoSon
".son" )
sonnetForm1->layerFile->value = if( sonnetParm->layerFile
sonnetParm->layerFile
"(no matl-file found)" )
sonnetMATLFileDirectory
= if( sonnetParm->layerDir
sonnetParm->layerDir
sonnetMATLFileDirectory)
sonnetForm1->comment->value
= if( sonnetParm->comment
sonnetParm->comment
"" )
sonnetForm1->freqList->value
= if( sonnetParm->freqList
sonnetParm->freqList
"10.0" )
sonnetForm1->loss->value
= if( sonnetParm->loss
sonnetParm->loss
"Include loss" )
sonnetForm1->mergeShapes->value= sonnetParm->mergeShapes
sonnetForm1->cutMetal->value
= sonnetParm->cutMetal
;
sonnetForm1->runXgeom->value
= sonnetParm->runXgeom
sonnetForm2->margin->value
= if( sonnetParm->margin
sonnetParm->margin
100.0)
sonnetForm2->top->value
= sonnetParm->top
; ifclause only works if boolean
sonnetForm2->bottom->value
= sonnetParm->bottom
; value
defaults to nil! This means
sonnetForm2->left->value
= sonnetParm->left
; no
if's are needed for boolean
sonnetForm2->right->value
= sonnetParm->right
; values
!
sonnetForm2->subSizeX->value
= if( sonnetParm->subSizeX
sonnetParm->subSizeX
2.5)
sonnetForm2->subSizeY->value
= if( sonnetParm->subSizeY
sonnetParm->subSizeY
2.5)
sonnetForm2->subSectX->value
= if( sonnetParm->subSectX
sonnetParm->subSectX
100)
sonnetForm2->subSectY->value
= if( sonnetParm->subSectY
sonnetParm->subSectY
100)
sonnetForm2->subDefMode->value = if( sonnetParm->subDefMode
sonnetParm->subDefMode "Size")
sonnetForm2->edgePorts->value = sonnetParm->edgePorts
sonnetForm2->pinPorts->value
= sonnetParm->pinPorts
sonnetForm2->fitMode->value
= if( sonnetParm->fitMode
sonnetParm->fitMode "Staircase")
sonnetForm2->portRes->value
= if( sonnetParm->portRes
sonnetParm->portRes 50.0)
sonnetForm2->portReact->value = if( sonnetParm->portReact
sonnetParm->portReact 0.0)
sonnetForm2->portInd->value
= if( sonnetParm->portInd
sonnetParm->portInd
0.0)
sonnetForm2->portCap->value
= if( sonnetParm->portCap
sonnetParm->portCap
0.0)
else
sonnetForm1->partName->value = cv->cellName;
); if
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if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("read properties ...\n") )
sonnetForm1->layerFile->choices = sonnetFindMaterialFileChoices();
; display form1 and prompt for inputs
if( !hiDisplayForm(sonnetForm1) then
error("sonnet.il" "Action cancelled by user!"))
;get layer data from file or default
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("GetTechData ...\n"))
sonnetGetTechData( cv sonnetForm1)
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("Get Dimensions...\n"))
sonnetDimensions( set)
;determine analysis box dimensions
sonnetConvert( cv set)
;translate the geometries
if( sonnetForm1->geoSon->value == ".geo" then
sonnetWriteSonnetFile()
else
sonnetWriteSonnet7File()
;write the output geometry file
); if
; write back values to prop
sonnetParm->workingDir
= sonnetForm1->workingDir->value
sonnetParm->partName
= sonnetForm1->partName->value
sonnetParm->geoSon
= sonnetForm1->geoSon->value
sonnetParm->layerFile
= sonnetForm1->layerFile->value
sonnetParm->layerDir
= sonnetMATLFileDirectory
sonnetParm->comment
= sonnetForm1->comment->value
sonnetParm->freqList
= sonnetForm1->freqList->value
sonnetParm->loss
= sonnetForm1->loss->value
sonnetParm->mergeShapes = sonnetForm1->mergeShapes->value
sonnetParm->cutMetal
= sonnetForm1->cutMetal->value
;
sonnetParm->runXgeom
= sonnetForm2->runXgeom->value
sonnetParm->margin
= sonnetForm2->margin->value
sonnetParm->top
= sonnetForm2->top->value
sonnetParm->bottom
= sonnetForm2->bottom->value
sonnetParm->left
= sonnetForm2->left->value
sonnetParm->right
= sonnetForm2->right->value
sonnetParm->subSizeX
= sonnetForm2->subSizeX->value
sonnetParm->subSizeY
= sonnetForm2->subSizeY->value
sonnetParm->subSectX
= sonnetForm2->subSectX->value
sonnetParm->subSectY
= sonnetForm2->subSectY->value
sonnetParm->subDefMode
= sonnetForm2->subDefMode->value
sonnetParm->edgePorts
= sonnetForm2->edgePorts->value
sonnetParm->pinPorts
= sonnetForm2->pinPorts->value
sonnetParm->fitMode
= sonnetForm2->fitMode->value
sonnetParm->portRes
= sonnetForm2->portRes->value
sonnetParm->portReact
= sonnetForm2->portReact->value
sonnetParm->portInd
= sonnetForm2->portInd->value
sonnetParm->portCap
= sonnetForm2->portCap->value
if( sonnetWriteProp then
unless( dbReplaceProp( cv, "sonnetProp", "list", sonnetParm)
error("sonnet.il" "Could not write properties to layout
view!"))
if( sonnetDebug then printf("Layout properties successfully
updated ...\n"))
else
if( sonnetDebug then printf("Layout properties not updated
(sonnetWriteProp = nil !)\n"))
return(t)
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); if
); proc
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetGetTechData ****
;
procedure( sonnetGetTechData( cv form)
prog( (a)
;

read the layers file if one was specified:
file = form->layerFile->value
printf("file: %s\n" file)
if( file != "(no matl-file found)" then
return( sonnetLayerFile( cv buildString(
list(sonnetMATLFileDirectory file) "/")))
else
sonnetBrowseDir = sonnetMATLFileDirectory
a = sonnetBrowse("*.matl")
sonnetMATLFileDirectory = car(a)
return(sonnetLayerFile( cv buildString(
list(sonnetMATLFileDirectory cadr(a)) "/")))
);if
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetWriteSonnetFile ****
;
procedure( sonnetWriteSonnetFile()
prog( ( dir part outFile ctlFile runFile op units
l shapeL levNum i p fitMode metNum lossy fitManhatten
fitAngles)
if( sonnetDebug then printf("Writing geo-File\n"))
lossy = eq(sonnetForm1->loss->value "Include loss") ; check if eq
is correct
dir = sonnetForm1->workingDir->value
part = sonnetForm1->partName->value
when( dir != ""
when( substring( dir strlen( dir) 1) != "/" dir = strcat( dir
"/"))
)
;println(dir)
outFile = sprintf( nil "%s%s.geo" dir part)
;
if a frequency list was specified, create the ctl.an file:
when(sonnetForm1->freqList->value != ""
ctlFile = sprintf( nil "%s%s.ctl" dir part)
op = outfile( ctlFile)
if( ! op then
error( "sonnet.il: Unable to write file %s\n" ctlFile)
else
fprintf( op "VER 6 \nGHZ\nFRE %s\n"
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sonnetForm1->freqList->value)
close( op)
if( sonnetDebug then printf( "Control file %s was written\n"
ctlFile))
)
)
;
open the geometry file:
op = outfile( outFile)
unless( op
error( "sonnet.il: Unable to open output file:
return()
)

%s\n" outFile)

;
write file header:
fprintf( op "VER 6, as of August 1999\n")
fprintf( op "ANN created %s\n" getCurrentTime())
fprintf( op "ANN %s\n" sonnetForm1->comment->value)
;
obtain userUnits from the layout view, default to microns:
units = cv~>userUnits
unless( units units = "micron")
case( units
( "micron" s = "1.e-6")
( "mm"
s = "1.e-3")
( "mils"
s = "2.54e-5")
( "mil"
s = "2.54e-5"))
fprintf( op "LEN %s %s \n" units s)
;
write # metallalization levels, box dimensions, # subsections
in x,y:
; write BOX PARAMETERS and DIELECTRICS
if( (sonnetForm2->subSizeX->value == 0.0) || (sonnetForm2>subSizeY->value == 0.0) then
error("sonnet.il" "Zero Subsection Size (X or Y)") )
fprintf( op "BOX %d %g %g %d %d 20\n" length( sonnetDielL)-1
sonnetForm2->boxWidth->value sonnetForm2->boxHeight>value
2*sonnetForm2->subSectX->value 2*sonnetForm2>subSectY->value)
if( sonnetDebug == "h" printf("Box written\n"))
;
write thickness, k, mu, dielectric loss tangent, magnetic loss
tangent
;
for each dielectric:
foreach( i sonnetDielL fprintf( op "%s\n" i))
;
write metalizations:
if( lossy then
foreach( i sonnetMetlL
fprintf( op "RES %s\nREN %s\n" car(i) cadr(i) )
);foreach
);if
;
write the via data:
foreach( i sonnetViaL
fprintf( op "EVIA %d %d %d\n" car(i) cadr(i) caddr(i))
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);foreach
;
write the ports:
;
s must be calculated because Sonnet requires 1st & last pts
identical
;
and takes edge number from the first vertex on the edge
foreach( i sonnetPortL
s = if( zerop(cadr(i)) nth( 3 i)-1 cadr( i)-1)
fprintf( op "POR %d %d %d\n" car(i) s caddr(i))
); foreach
;
write reference extensions if any:
when( sonnetRefExt
fprintf( op "REF %g %g %g %g\n" sonnetRefExtLeft
sonnetRefExtRight sonnetRefExtTop
sonnetRefExtBottom)
)
;
fprintf( op "DAT %s\n" getCurrentTime())
if( sonnetDebug =="h" then
printf( "Writing %d shapes on %d layers to %s...\n"
sonnetNShapes length( sonnetShapeL) outFile)
); if
;
triangular subsectioning is applied selectively to nonmanhatten shapes:
case( sonnetForm2->fitMode->value
("Staircase"
fitManhatten = "N" fitAngles = nil)
("Diagonal"
fitManhatten = "N" fitAngles = "T")
("Corners"
fitManhatten = "C" fitAngles = nil)
("Both"
fitManhatten = "C" fitAngles = "B")
); case
fitMode = fitManhatten
;
write the polygons to the output file:
;
first point of each must be repeated at end of vertex list
;
offset such that minimum X is at left=0, maximum Y is at top=0
fprintf( op "NUM %d\n" sonnetNShapes)
foreach( l sonnetShapeL
levNum = cadr(car( l))
metNum = if( lossy caddr(car( l)) -1)
shapeL = cadr( l)
foreach( i shapeL
when( fitAngles fitMode = if( sonnetIsManhatten( i)
fitManhatten fitAngles)
); when
printf( "%L %L %L\n" fitMode fitAngles fitManhatten)
fprintf( op "%d %d %d %s\n" levNum length(i)+1 metNum fitMode)
foreach( p i
fprintf( op "%g %g\n" car(p) - sonnetXo
sonnetYo - cadr(p))
)
fprintf( op "%g %g\nEND\n" caar(i)- sonnetXo
sonnetYo-cadar(i))
)
)
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close( op)
if( sonnetDebug then printf( "Geometry file %s written\n" outFile))
return( t)
)
)
;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetHandlepolygon ****
;
procedure(sonnetHandlepolygon( fp)
prog((stringport sonnetline x y polylist )
if( level+1 > length(sonnetMetlL) then
printf("ERROR: matl-File does not match!\n");
return(t)
);if
polylist=nil
gets(sonnetline fp)
stringport=instring(sonnetline)
while(fscanf(stringport "%f%f" x y)==2
close(stringport)
polylist=cons(list(x y) polylist)
gets(sonnetline fp)
stringport=instring(sonnetline)
)
;println(polylist)
dbCreatePolygon(
geGetEditCellView()
leGetEntryLayer()
polylist
)
close(stringport)
))

;--------------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetSonnetInFindGeoFiles ****
;
procedure(sonnetSonnetInFindGeoFiles()
prog((startList geoList)
printf("called sonnetSonnetInFindGeoFiles\n")
geoList = list("not this directory")
;startList = cddr(getDirFiles( sonnetSonnetInDirF~>value ))
if( (isDir("./sonnet") == nil) then
printf("ERROR (sonnet.il): Could not read directory ./sonnet!
Please create!\n")
); if
startList = cddr(getDirFiles( "./sonnet" ))
foreach( geo startList
if(nindex( geo ".geo" ) != nil geoList = cons(geo geoList) )
);foreach
return(geoList)
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))
;-----------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetAppendToList ****
;
; Subroutine for building via-list during xgeom import
;
procedure(sonnetAppendToList(new org)
prog((i found)
found = nil
foreach(i org
;printf("i=%L new=%L\n" i new)
if( i == new then found = t)
); foreach
if( !found then return(append(org list(new)))
else return(org) )
))
;-----------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetImport ****
;
; Import a xgeom file into cadence
;
; completely new routine, 11. Sept 2000 TE
; now the layers should be reconstructed
; Since this routine was not extensively tested until now
; there may be bugs...
;
procedure(sonnetImport()
prog((cv filename fp numPoly numLayer s l inNUMsection x y viaL isVia
lp layerName numPolys)
if( sonnetDebug=="h" printf("Importing geo-File...\n"))
numPolys = 0
sprintf(filename "%s/%s.geo" sonnetImportForm->workingDir->value
sonnetImportForm->partName->value)
; Read in matl-File
cv = geGetEditCellView()
sonnetGetTechData(cv sonnetImportForm)
;printf("sonnetMetlL %L\nsonnetViaL %L\n" sonnetMetlL
sonnetImportViaL)
unless( fp=infile(filename)
printf("Unable to open xgeom file:%s\n" filename)
return()
)
printf("Importing xgeom file:%s\n" filename)
numPoly = 0
numLayer = -1
inNUMsection = nil
isVia = nil
viaL = nil
points = nil
while( (s = gets( s fp))
l=parseString(s)
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if( inNUMsection then
if(length( l) >2 then
if( atoi(nthelem(1 l)) != numLayer then
numLayer = atoi(nthelem(1 l))
numPoly = 0
else
numPoly++
); if
points = nil
;printf("New Polygon#%n on Layer #%n\n" numPoly numLayer)
isVia=nil
lp=list(numLayer numPoly)
foreach(i viaL
if( i == lp then isVia=t ;printf("Is Via!\n")
); if
); for
); if
if( length( l) == 2 then
; points of polygon
sscanf(s "%f%f" x y)
points = cons( x:-y points)
); if
if( car(l) == "END" then
; end of Polygon
;printf("Points: %L\n" points)
if( isVia then
layerName=car(nthelem(numLayer+1 sonnetImportViaL))
growth
=cadddr(nthelem(numLayer+1 sonnetImportViaL))
else
layerName=cadr(parseString(cadr(nthelem(numLayer+1
sonnetMetlL))))
growth = 0.0
foreach(i sonnetLyrL if(car(i) == layerName then
growth=cadddr(i)))
); if isVia
;printf("Plotting on layer%s\n" layerName)
newShape = dbCreatePolygon(cv layerName points)
sonnetImportSizeShape(newShape growth)
numPolys++
); if
else
if( car( l) then
case( upperCase(car( l))
("EVIA" viaL = sonnetAppendToList( list(atoi(nthelem(4 l))
atoi(nthelem(2 l))) viaL)
;printf("Vias: %L\n" viaL)
)
("EVIAS" viaL = sonnetAppendToList( list(atoi(nthelem(4
l)) atoi(nthelem(2 l))) viaL)
;printf("Vias: %L\n" viaL)
)
("EVIAI" printf("Warning: EVIAI tag currently not supported!
\n")
printf("
Vias may be not imported on proper
layers!\n")
)
("NUM"
inNUMsection=t
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;printf("Polygon list starts, number of polys: %s\n"
nthelem(2 l))
)
);case
); if
); if inNUMsection
);while
printf("Imported %d polygons\n" numPolys)
close(fp)
))
;-----------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetImport7 ****
;
; Import a sonnet Project file (*.son) into cadence
;
; 10. Sept 2001 TE
;
procedure( sonnetImport7()
prog((cv filename fp numPoly numLayer s s1 l l1 inNUMsection x y
viaL isVia lp layerName
numPolys debugId nVertices portL numPorts portPoints boxwidth
boxheight refl refr reft refb
p1x p1y p2x p2y p3x p3y p4x p4y v1 v2 v3 v4 chopShape x0 y0)
numPolys = 0
nVertices = 0
portL = nil
; Port list contains list ( (debugId iVertex)
(debugId iVertex PortName) ...)
numPorts = 0 ; number of ports found in .son file
boxwidth = nil boxheight = nil ; nil -> no box found
refl = nil
refr = nil
reft = nil refb = nil ; nil -> no
ref-plane found
x0 = 0.0 y0 = 0.0
sprintf(filename "%s/%s.son"
sonnetImportForm->workingDir->value
sonnetImportForm->partName->value
sonnetImportForm->geoSon->value)
; Read in matl-File
unless( cv = geGetEditCellView()
error("sonnet.il" "Unable to open cellview for import") )
sonnetGetTechData(cv sonnetImportForm)
unless( fp=infile(filename)
error("sonnet.il: Unable to open file %s for import\n"
filename))
if( sonnetDebug printf("Importing sonnet file:%s\n" filename))
numPoly = 0
numLayer = -1
inNUMsection = nil
isVia = nil
viaL = nil
points = nil
while( (s = gets( s fp))
l=parseString(upperCase(s) )
if( inNUMsection then
if( length( l) >2 then
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if( atoi(nthelem(1 l)) != numLayer then
numLayer = atoi(nthelem(1 l))
numPoly = 0
else
numPoly++
); if
debugId = atoi(nthelem(5 l))
nVertices= atoi(nthelem(2 l))
points = nil
if( sonnetDebug printf("New Polygon #%n on Layer #%n with
debugID %n and %n vertices\n" numPoly numLayer debugId nVertices) )
isVia=nil
lp=list(numLayer numPoly)
foreach(i viaL
if( i == lp then isVia=t
); if
); for
); if length
if( length( l) == 2 then
; points of polygon
case( car(l)
( "MET" if( sonnetDebug=="h" printf("MET POL found ...\n") )
)
( "BRI" printf("*WARNING* sonnet.il: Import of dielectric
bricks not fully supported\n") )
( "END" if( cadr(l)!="GEO" then printf("*WARNING* sonnet.il:
unexpected END in NUM block\n"))
inNUMsection = nil)
( t
sscanf(s "%f%f" x y)
points = cons( x+x0:-y+y0 points)
nVertices--)
); case
); if length
if( ( (car(l) == "END") && (cadr(l) !="GEO") ) then
; end of
Polygon
if( sonnetDebug=="h" printf("Points: %L\n" points))
if( isVia then
layerName=car(nthelem(numLayer+1 sonnetImportViaL))
growth
=cadddr(nthelem(numLayer+1 sonnetImportViaL))
else
layerName=cadr(parseString(cadr(nthelem(numLayer+1
sonnetMetlL))))
growth = 0.0
foreach(i sonnetLyrL if(car(i) == layerName then
growth=cadddr(i)))
); if isVia
if( sonnetDebug=="h" printf("Plotting on layer%s\n" layerName)
)
newShape = dbCreatePolygon(cv layerName points)
if( sonnetImportForm->ofRef->value then
newShape=leChopShape( newShape chopShape t t 100)
foreach( p newShape
sonnetImportSizeShape(p growth)
); foreach
else
sonnetImportSizeShape(newShape growth)
)
numPolys++
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;
; Check if Port is connected to this polygon ...
; TE 12 Sept. 2001
;
if( ( (numPorts>0) && sonnetImportForm->importPorts->value)
then
foreach( p portL
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("Testing port #%n\n"
car(p)))
if( car( p) == debugId then
; found matching polygon!
vertexNo = cadr( p)
pointNo = length( points)-1
v1 = mod( pointNo+vertexNo-1 pointNo)+1
v2 = mod(
pointNo+vertexNo
pointNo)+1
v3 = mod( pointNo+vertexNo+1 pointNo)+1
v4 = mod(
pointNo+vertexNo+2 pointNo)+1
p1x = car(nthelem(v1 points))
p1y = cadr(nthelem(v1
points))
p2x = car(nthelem(v2 points))
p2y = cadr(nthelem(v2
points))
p3x = car(nthelem(v3 points))
p3y = cadr(nthelem(v3
points))
p4x = car(nthelem(v4 points))
p4y = cadr(nthelem(v4
points))
portPoints = ( (p3x+p4x)/2 : (p3y+p4y)/2 )
; at the moment, we are just drawing a label at the
port position.
; This may be extended in further versions, but its very
tricky to
; keep the consistence between pins, terminals etc. in
cadence, esp.
; if different views of a cellview (eg. symbol, layout)
exist.
; 12 Sept 2001 TE
if( !dbCreateLabel( cv sonnetTextLayer portPoints caddr(
p) "centerCenter" "R0" "roman" 25) then
printf("*Warning* sonnet.il: unable to create label
for port %s on layer %L\n" caddr(p) sonnetTextLayer))
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("Created label for
port %s on layer %L\n" caddr(p) sonnetTextLayer))
); if
); foreach
); if
if( nVertices < 0 then
printf("*WARNING* sonnet.il: Missmatch in number of
vertices\n") )
); if car == END
else ; else if inNUMsection
if( car( l) then
case( car( l)
("EVIA" viaL = sonnetAppendToList( list(atoi(nthelem(4 l))
atoi(nthelem(2 l))) viaL)
if( sonnetDebug=="h" printf("Vias: %L\n" viaL))
)
("EVIAS" viaL = sonnetAppendToList( list(atoi(nthelem(4
l)) atoi(nthelem(2 l))) viaL)
if( sonnetDebug=="h" printf("Vias: %L\n" viaL))
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)
("EVIAI" printf("*WARNING* sonnet.il: EVIAI tag currently not
supported! \n")
printf("
Vias may be not
imported on proper layers!\n")
)
("NUM"
inNUMsection=t
if( !(boxwidth || boxheight) then
error("sonnet.il" "No box definition found!"))
if( sonnetImportForm->ofRef->value then ; we want
to cut at reference-Planes
printf("Building Crop Shape\n")
p1x = if( refl refl+x0 x0)
p2x = p1x
p1y = if( refb -refb+y0 y0) p4y = p1y
p2y = if( reft -boxheight+reft+y0 -boxheight+y0) p3y
= p2y
p3x = if( refr boxwidth-refr+x0 boxwidth+x0) p4x =
p3x
printf("Setting up shape\n")
chopShape = list( p1x:100.0+y0 p2x:p2y p3x:p3y
p4x:p4y p1x:p1y p1x:100.0+y0
(boxwidth+100.0+x0):(100.0+y0)
(boxwidth+100.0+x0):(-boxheight100.0+y0)
(-100.0+x0):(-boxheight-100.0+y0)
(-100.0+x0):(100.0+y0))
printf("chopShape = %L\n" chopShape)
); if
if( sonnetDebug printf("Importing %s polygon(s)...
\n" nthelem(2 l)) )
)
("POR1" if( sonnetDebug == "h" printf("Port detected
...\n"))
numPorts++
if( nthelem(2 l) == "AGND" then
printf("*WARNING* sonnet.il: Autogrounded ports are
not supported\n")
else
s = gets( s fp)
l = parseString( s)
if( car( l) != "POLY" then
printf("*WARNING* sonnet.il:Expected POLY
statement after POR1\n")
else
s = gets( s fp)
s1 = gets( s1 fp)
l1 = parseString( s1)
portL = cons( list( atoi(cadr( l)) atoi( s)
sprintf(nil "P%s" car(l1)) ) portL )
if( sonnetDebug then printf("Imported Port %s\n"
car(l1)))
if( sonnetDebug == "h" then printf("portL = %L\n"
portL))
); if car( l)
); if nthelem ...
)
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("DRP1" if( nthelem(3 l) != "FIX" then printf("*WARNING*
sonnet.il: Only fixed reference planes are supported\n")
else
case( nthelem(2 l)
("LEFT"
refl = atof( nthelem(4 l)))
("RIGHT" refr = atof( nthelem(4 l)))
("TOP"
reft = atof( nthelem(4 l)))
("BOTTOM" refb = atof( nthelem(4 l)))
(t
printf("*WARNING* sonnet.il: unknown
direction in reference plane %s\n" nthelem(2 l)))
); case
if( sonnetDebug then printf("Reference plane %s set
to %s\n" nthelem(2 l) nthelem(4 l)))
); if
)
("BOX"
boxwidth = atof( nthelem(3 l) )
boxheight = atof( nthelem(4 l) )
if( sonnetDebug then printf("Box dimesions: %f %f\n"
boxwidth boxheight) )
)
("ANN"
if( (nthelem(2 l) == "SONNET.IL") && (nthelem(3 l)
== "ORIGIN") then
x0 = atof( nthelem( 4 l) )
y0 = atof( nthelem( 5 l) )
if( sonnetDebug then printf("Origin in cadence was
%f:%f\n" x0 y0))
); if
)
);case
); if
); if inNUMsection
);while
printf("Imported %d polygons\n" numPolys)
close(fp)
))
;-----------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetImportSizeShape ****
;
; resize the imported shapes to make the sizing
; during export undone.
; Currently we have some problems with metals, in which via holes
where
; cut during export.
; 11. Sept. 2000 TE
;
procedure(sonnetImportSizeShape(newShape growth)
prog(()
case( sonnetImportForm->growthMode->value
("Normal" )
("Inverse" growth = -growth)
("None"
growth = 0.0)
(t
error("sonnet.il: sonnetImportForm->growthMode->value
= %s\n"
sonnetImportForm->growthMode->value))
); case
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leSizeShape(newShape growth)
))
;-----------------------------------------------;
; **** sonnetImportMenu ****
;
; Callback which displays the menu and starts the import
; 11. Sept 2000 TE
;
procedure( sonnetImportMenu()
prog( ( sonnetProp cv)
unless( cv = geGetEditCellView()
error("sonnet.il" "Loading Properties failed, no open
cellview!"))
sonnetProp=dbSearchPropByName(cv "sonnetProp")
printf("SonnetProp: %L\nSonnetParm: %L\n" sonnetProp sonnetProp>value)
if( sonnetProp then
sonnetParm = sonnetProp->value
else
sonnetParm = ncons(nil)
); if
sonnetImportForm->workingDir->value
= if( sonnetParm->importDir
sonnetParm->importDir
sonnetExportDirectory )
sonnetImportForm->partName->value
= if( sonnetParm>importName
sonnetParm->importName
geGetEditCellView()~>cellName )
sonnetImportForm->geoSon->value
= if( sonnetParm>importGeoSon
sonnetParm->importGeoSon
".son" )
sonnetImportForm->layerFile->value
= if( sonnetParm>importMatlFile sonnetParm->importMatlFile "(no matl-file found)" )
sonnetMATLFileDirectory
= if( sonnetParm>importLayerDir sonnetParm->importLayerDir sonnetMATLFileDirectory)
sonnetImportForm->growthMode->value
= if( sonnetParm>growthMode
sonnetParm->growthMode
"Inverse" )
sonnetImportForm->importPorts->value
= sonnetParm->importPorts
sonnetImportForm->ofRef->value
= sonnetParm->ofRef
if( !hiDisplayForm(sonnetImportForm ) then
error("sonnet.il" "Action cancelled by user"))
if( sonnetImportForm->geoSon->value ==".geo" then
sonnetImport()
else
sonnetImport7()
); if
sonnetParm->importDir
= sonnetImportForm->workingDir->value
sonnetParm->importName
= sonnetImportForm->partName->value
sonnetParm->importGeoSon
= sonnetImportForm->geoSon->value
sonnetParm->importMatlFile = sonnetImportForm->layerFile->value
sonnetParm->importLayerDir = sonnetMATLFileDirectory
sonnetParm->growthMode
= sonnetImportForm->growthMode->value
sonnetParm->importPorts
= sonnetImportForm->importPorts->value
sonnetParm->ofRef
= sonnetImportForm->ofRef->value
if( sonnetWriteProp then
unless( dbReplaceProp( cv "sonnetProp" "list" sonnetParm)
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error("sonnet.il" "Could not write properties to layout
view!"))
if( sonnetDebug then printf("Layout properties successfully
updated ...\n"))
else
if( sonnetDebug then printf("Layout properties not updated
(sonnetWriteProp = nil !)\n"))
); if
))

;-----------------------------------------------------------------------;
; export Sonnet7.0 file (*.son)
;
; 1. export Project file *.son
; 2. create directory
; 3. ...
procedure( sonnetWriteSonnet7File()
prog( ( dir part outFile ctlFile runFile op units debugId PortNo
l shapeL levNum i p fitMode metNum lossy fitManhatten
fitAngles)
lossy = eq(sonnetForm1->loss->value "Include loss") ; check if eq
is correct
dir = sonnetForm1->workingDir->value
part = sonnetForm1->partName->value
when( dir != ""
when( substring( dir strlen( dir) 1) != "/" dir = strcat( dir
"/"))
)
printf("writing %s%s.son\n" dir part)
;println(dir)
outFile = sprintf( nil "%s%s.son" dir part)
; --- EDIT What about control files ...
;
if a frequency list was specified, create the ctl.an file:
;
when(sonnetForm1->freqList->value != ""
;
ctlFile = sprintf( nil "%s%s.ctl" dir part)
;
op = outfile( ctlFile)
;
if( ! op then printf( "Unable to write file %s\n" ctlFile)
;
else
;
fprintf( op "VER 6 \nGHZ\nFRE %s\n"
;
sonnetForm1->freqList->value)
;
close( op)
;
printf( "Control file %s was written\n" ctlFile)
;
)
;
)
;

open the geometry file:
op = outfile( outFile)
unless( op
error( "Unable to open output file:
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%s\n" outFile)

return()
)
;

write file header:
fprintf( op "FTYP SONPROJ 1! File generated by %s\n"
sonnetVersionString)
fprintf( op "VER 9\n")
fprintf( op "HEADER\n")
fprintf( op "LIC test.101\n")
fprintf( op "DAT %s\n" getCurrentTime()) ; MDATE, HDATE are not
required
fprintf( op "ANN %s\n" sonnetForm1->comment->value)
fprintf( op "ANN SONNET.IL ORIGIN %f %f\n" sonnetXo sonnetYo)
fprintf( op "END HEADER\n")
;
;

write DIMENSIONS BLOCK
fprintf(op "DIM\n")
obtain userUnits from the layout view, default to microns:
units = cv~>userUnits
unless( units units = "micron")
case( units
( "micron" s = "UM")
( "mm"
s = "MM")
( "mils"
s = "MIL")
( "mil"
s = "MIL"))
fprintf( op "LNG %s \n" s)
; Other Dimension statements required ?
fprintf( op "END DIM\n")

;-- write FREQUENCY SWEEP BLOCK ...
;; UPDATED by RH for Sonnet Rel 9, doesn't recommend quad precision
;-- write CONTROL BLOCK (mandatory)
fprintf( op "CONTROL\n")
fprintf( op "STD\n") ; EDIT !!!
fprintf( op "OPTIONS -bdj\n") ; EDIT !!!
fprintf( op "SPEED 0\n"); EDIT !!!
;
fprintf( op "ENABLEQ\n"); EDIT !!!
;
fprintf( op "QUADFREQ 4.0\n"); EDIT !!!
fprintf( op "END CONTROL\n")
if( sonnetDebug =="h" then printf("Control Block written\n"))
;-- write GEOMETRY BLOCK
fprintf( op "GEO\n")
; reference Planes ...
; Box Top Metal ...
fprintf( op "TOP 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0\n"); EDIT!!! lossless...
fprintf( op "TON 0 BoxTopMet\n"); EDIT!!!
; Box Bottom Metal ...
fprintf( op "BOT 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0\n"); EDIT!!! lossless...
fprintf( op "BON 0 BoxTopMet\n"); EDIT!!!
;
write metalizations:
if( lossy then
foreach( i sonnetMetlL
fprintf( op "RES %s\nREN %s\n" car(i) cadr(i) )
);foreach
); if
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; write BOX PARAMETERS and DIELECTRICS
if( (sonnetForm2->subSizeX->value == 0.0) || (sonnetForm2>subSizeY->value == 0.0) then
error("sonnet.il" "Zero Subsection Size (X or Y)") )
fprintf( op "BOX %d %g %g %d %d 20\n" length( sonnetDielL)-1
sonnetForm2->boxWidth->value sonnetForm2->boxHeight>value
2*sonnetForm2->subSectX->value 2*sonnetForm2>subSectY->value)
if( sonnetDebug == "h" printf("Box written\n"))
;
write thickness, k, mu, dielectric loss tangent, magnetic loss
tangent
;
for each dielectric:
foreach( i sonnetDielL
fprintf( op "%s\n" i)
); foreach
;
write the via data:
foreach( i sonnetViaL
fprintf( op "EVIA %d %d %d\n" car(i) cadr(i) caddr(i))
); foreach
; EDIT !!!
;
write the ports:
;
s must be calculated because Sonnet requires 1st & last pts
identical
;
and takes edge number from the first vertex on the edge
PortNo = 0
foreach( i sonnetPortL
PortNo++
fprintf( op "POR1 STD\n" )
fprintf( op "POLY %d 1\n" car(i)) ; NumMetal
fprintf( op "%d\n" cadr(i)) ; ivertex
fprintf( op "%d %f %f %f %f %f %f\n"
PortNo sonnetForm2->portRes->value
sonnetForm2->portReact->value
sonnetForm2->portInd->value
sonnetForm2->portCap->value
caddr(i) cadddr(i))
); foreach
if( sonnetDebug == "h" printf("Port Layers %L\n" sonnetPortL))
;-- write reference extensions if any:
when( sonnetRefExt
if( sonnetRefExtLeft != 0.0
fprintf( op "DRP1 LEFT FIX %g\n" sonnetRefExtLeft)
); if
if( sonnetRefExtRight != 0.0
fprintf( op "DRP1 RIGHT FIX %g\n" sonnetRefExtRight)
); if
if( sonnetRefExtTop != 0.0
fprintf( op "DRP1 TOP FIX %g\n" sonnetRefExtTop)
); if
if( sonnetRefExtBottom != 0.0
fprintf( op "DRP1 BOTTOM FIX %g\n" sonnetRefExtBottom)
); if
); when
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if( sonnetDebug printf( "Writing %d shapes on %d layers to
%s...\n" sonnetNShapes length( sonnetShapeL) outFile))
;
triangular subsectioning is applied
manhatten shapes:
case( sonnetForm2->fitMode->value
("Staircase"
fitManhatten = "N"
("Diagonal"
fitManhatten = "T"
("Corners"
fitManhatten = "N"
("Both"
fitManhatten = "T"
)
fitMode = fitManhatten

selectively to nonfitAngles
fitAngles
fitAngles
fitAngles

=
=
=
=

nil)
"T")
nil)
"T")

;
write the polygons to the output file:
;
first point of each must be repeated at end of vertex list
;
offset such that minimum X is at left=0, maximum Y is at top=0
fprintf( op "NUM %d\n" sonnetNShapes)
foreach( l sonnetShapeL
levNum = cadr(car( l))
metNum = if( lossy caddr(car( l)) -1)
shapeL = cadr( l)
debugId = (caddr(car( l))+1)*10000+(levNum + 1) * 1000
foreach( i shapeL
debugId++
when( fitAngles fitMode =
if( sonnetIsManhatten( i) fitManhatten fitAngles)
); when
fprintf( op "MET POL\n"); optional
fprintf( op "%d %d %d %s %d 1 1 100 100 0 0 0 N\n"
levNum length(i)+1 metNum fitMode debugId)
foreach( p i
fprintf( op "%g %g\n" car(p) - sonnetXo
sonnetYo - cadr(p))
)
fprintf( op "%g %g\nEND\n" caar(i)- sonnetXo
sonnetYo-cadar(i))
)
)
fprintf( op "END GEO\n")
close( op)
if( sonnetDebug == "h" printf( "Geometry block written\n" ))
;-- Create Directory/Sub-Directory
SonDataDir1 = sprintf(nil "%ssondata/%s" dir part)
SonDataDir2 = sprintf(nil "%ssondata" dir)
if( sonnetDebug == "h" printf("%s exists?\n",SonDataDir1))
if( isDir(SonDataDir1) == nil then
if( isDir(SonDataDir2) == nil then
unless( createDir(SonDataDir2)
error("sonnet.il: Could not create %s" SonDataDir2))
if( sonnetDebug == "h" printf("Created %s!\n" SonDataDir2))
); if
unless(createDir(SonDataDir1)
error("sonnet.il: Could not create %s" SonDataDir1))
if( sonnetDebug == "h" printf("Created %s!\n" SonDataDir1))
); if
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return( t)
)
)
;-----------------------------------------------------------------------;
; init Sonnet Interface
;
sonnetInit()
;
;
; No other top-level routines should be defined !
;

;-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Sonnet .MATL file
/****************************************************************
MATL file created for the IBM bicmos 7hp technology with 5 metal layers
Robert Heikaus, RPI
File created 11/6/2003
Note that the layer definitions in this file go from top to bottom,
e.g. air to substrate.
Documentation can be found in /home/heikar/sonnet/sonnet_il_v110b.pdf
Last edition of silicon substrate 06/18/04
*****************************************************************/
;
;
;
;

DIEL
thickness
[erel mrel
METAL
layername
[growth
VIA layername
[growth ]
COLOR
layername
color

tanE
rho

tanM]
skin surf]

;define metal colors first, easiest part
;any number from 0-15. 10 is pinkish, 4 is yellow is all i know
COLOR M1
15
COLOR M2
12
COLOR MT
9
COLOR LY
6
COLOR AM
3
; now layers and properties, starting with air
DIEL 5000.0
1.0
1
0
0
; final passivation layer ; DV for wirebond don't know the properties
; for all these layers, QuickCAP techfile has permitivity info. Using
; permitivities from section 4.13, due to the nitride layers before
oxide
; not sure about the last two properties for each metal
DIEL 3.3
4.4
1
0
0
METAL AM
0
.007 2.6e-7
0
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VIA
AV
DIEL 4.0
4.13
METAL LY
0
VIA
LV
DIEL 4.0
4.13
METAL MT
0
VIA
V2
DIEL 0.35 4.36
METAL M2
0
VIA
V1
DIEL 0.35 4.36
METAL M1
0
VIA
CA1
; DT oxide
DIEL 1.28 4.1
;; silicon sub
VIA
CA2
DIEL 11.9 .004

1
.023

0
0
2.6e-7

0

1
.07

0
0
2.6e-7

0

1
.07

0
0
2.6e-7

0

1
.07

0
0
2.6e-7

0

1

0

4.4e-4

0
1

0

; And that's it so far.
; For capacitors i should add QY layer .. figure this out
; I don't know what the the following are:
; Dielectric layers:
; mrel - relative permeability -- using 1 right now from
; tanE - dielectric loss tangent --using 0 right now from
; tanM - magnetic loss tangent
-- using 0 right now
files
; Metal layers:
; growth - oversize factor per edge
; skin - mulitplier of rho proportional to root-frequency
; surf - surface reactance
;

later.
example files
example files
from example
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